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PREFACE 

The 19th century bore witness to the alleged "frontal 

a ttaek" of Charla a Darwin upon the structur-es of tradl tl onal 

religiosity. Darwin's theses, as they are recorded for us 

by Ian G. P,arbour in his study ISSl~S IN SCIENCE AND 

RELIGION, were seen to be especially dangerous to the 

nervous system of an organ !zed Protestant tam which was still 

in the process of salving wounds received in the numerous 

r-at ionali at ie-ortbodox-evangelical-pie t lstie-revi valls tie 

conflicts. These theses, in brolef, propound an inherent im

portance in change---thus being critical of any argument from 

design; state an organic interdependence of all components in 

' nature (including man.) ---thereby striking a blow against the 

notion of a peculiar human dignity; assert a rule of law to 

all areas of nature which confronts the ehur>ch squarely with 

the problem of what Ian Barbour calls "evolutionary ethics''; 

finally concluding with the contention that the cipher "natur-e" 

includes !'-an and his culture as we 11 as the birds, and the 
1 

bees, and the sycamore trees. 

The purpose of this paper emphatically will not be to 

analyze Darwinian theory nor will it deal with the character 

of Charles Darwin. It will attempt instead to s'bow that the 

so-called "Darwinian Revolution", understood in the pros-

pective of the broad compass of t'b.e development of theolog

ical doctrine, ras provided and may still provide healthy 

1. Ian G. Barbour, Issues in Science and Religion 
(Englewood Cliffs: Pr-entice-Hal! Inc. 19661, 
pp.84-96. 
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dialogue for Christian Apologetlcs as have similar· 

"thought revolutions" in the pest. 

To provlde a basis for argU!'lent, one may allude to the 

area of Old Testa~ent theology. As the Yahwist, Elohist, 

Deuteronomic and Priestly "writer-theologians" were once 

thought to be chronologically consecutive and reflecting 

a progressively more refined conception of God and his 

in terc 01Jrse with Man, each rece i v1ng almost universal ecce pt

a nee dur1ng the time of its predo11inanoe, ere now, espec1_ally 

slnce the work of A.rtur Weiser, considered by the majority of 

scholars as being virtually concurrent --- esc~ representative 

of dtfferent kinds of tradltion which had come together in 

what Weiser calls the "Israelite Cultural Sphereff as the re

sult (in Weiser's words) "of the different tribes and sections 

of the population in Palestine joining to form the sacral 
2 

union of Is rae 1, tl:e people of God". Just as these several 

doctrlnal-historical-litera!'y strands reflect a particular 

response or address to a specific situation peculiar to the 

context of pre-covenantal tribal life, so may the develop

ment of doct!'ine be seen and appreciated on the basis of its 

own integrity as it responds contextually to a historical 

situation o!' prevailing intelleclual climate wielding suffi-

cient influence to de~and re-assessment , re-evaluation, and 

refinement. 

2. Artur Weiser, The Old Testa11ent~ Its Formation and 
Development (New York: Ass oc fat !on Press, 195'7) 6 

pp.90-91 
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Fi~mly convinced that doct~inal development was a p~ocess 

fa~ mo~e complex than the simple stereotype of medieval Cath

olic accretion and perversion and P~otestant ~epristination, 

the w~,_ter will attempt to show that concur~ent tendencies 

were and a~e indeed still present in t be Church of Christ. 

As a prolegomenon to his treatment of "Metaphysical Dete~min

ism", he simply defers to Noah Webster in declaring the latter 

half of this designation to mean "the doct~ine that everything 

(including Man) 1.s entirely determined by a sequence of causes" 

(which may compass a variety of possibilities ranging from the 

fiat of God, whether it be considered arbitrary o~ benevelent, 

to the fiat of an inalterable order which sweeps man along in 

its tide of evolutionary development), while the former is 

understood in an equally traditional manner as "the branch of 

philosophy that deals with first principles and seeks to ex

plain the nature of being or reality (ontology) and the origin 

and structure of the world (cosmology)". 

The term "Metaphysical Determinism" may well raise a 

question of subtle redundancy. Does not the term "metaphysical" 

imply determination by dealing with the nature of being or 

reality while "dete~minism" supposes a prio~ cause to a p~esent 

event? Apart from its erudition, "metaphysical Dete~m1n1sm" is 

a justifiable and sensible verbal construct:ton ·if' two conside.t

ations are presupposed: 

First That Man sees himself as a 0 metapbysical" 

creature who bas not simply been th~ust out into the physical 
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wo~ld to exist for his allotted th~ee sco~e and ten years 

only to be conf~onted with annihilation but is a pat'tlcipant . --
in a drama which may be t~aceable to a fit'st p~inciple o~ 

se~ies of fi~st p~inciples in which his !~mediate involvment 

is as necessa~y as a counte~ state~ent to the total symphonic 

poem. 

Secondly--- That Man sees his "dete~minism" (f~om 

without) not as pt'edete~mination which bas the effect of 

~educing life to passive acceptance of cet'tain 1nexo~able 

priot' causes the~eby t~uncating human volition to utte~ 

impotency but as his destiny (not simply in te~ms of finis 

but in the dynamic of telos as well). 

"Metaphysical Dete~minism" taken as a synthesis, may then 

be defined as Man coming to g~ips with the ''whe~e f~om - what 

now - whe~e to" of his existence without falling p~ey to a 

metaphysics of pul:'e speculation by affi~ming his c~eatu~eli

ness -- yet gua~ding, at the same time, against a t'ig1d dete~

minism by asset'ting that this ct'eatu~e still has a unique 

potential to transcend himself and conjectu~e concerning his 

beginning, p~esent existence, and his fulfillment and end. 

The thesis of this study states that just such a sense 

of "metaphysical dete~minism" was p~esent in a va~iety of con

cu~~nt theological expt'essions involving the dynamic of 

~eason and g~ace and was present as well in fo~mulatlons as 

early as the p~imitive pe~iod of the Ch~istian Chu~ch (which, 

pa~anthetically, sees the metaphysical fi~st p~1nciple as a 

t~anscendent C~eato~ -- God, and dete~minism as the conforma

tion of human will to the will of God) and we~e ~efined and 
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nou~ished t~oughout the entire history or the development 

or doctrine. If one gives due cognizance to the fact such 

eoncu~rent tendencies we~e indeed present and influential 

and that no one theological exp~ession was ever fully 

accepted as the ooin or the realm, such diverse express

ions as fatalism, mysticism, nominalism, rationalism, and 

Darwinism may well be understood as occasions involving 

the pivotal question of "metaphyslcal dete~minism" fi"om 

wh:lch can still emerge a deeper and J'JOI"e significant 

Christlan apology. Should this be realized, all these 

expressions would no longer be subsumed under the same 

categoi"y as was Da~winism in the preceding century, and 

cease being likened to the Moorish invasion as potential 

' fatal thrusts to the life and existence of the Church. 
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CHAPTER I: THE PATRISTIC PERI.Q!2 

"For consider, what have the philosopher, the 
writer and the critic of this world to show for 
all their wisdom? Has not God made the wisdom 
of this world look foolish? For it was after 
the world in its wisdom had failed to know God, 
that he in his wisdom chose to save all who 
would believe by the "simplemindedness" of the 
gospel message. For the Jews ask for miracu
lous proofs and the Greeks an intellectual pan
acea, but all we preach is Christ crucified --
a stumbling block to the Jews and sheer nonsense 
to the gentiles, but for those who are called, 
whether Jews or Greeks, Christ thepower of God 
and the wisdom of God. And this is really only 
natural, for God's "foolishness" is wiser than 
men, and his "weakness" 1s stronger than men·" 

I Corinthians 1:19-25 
(J. B. Phillips translation) 

Rabbi Howard Singer, writing in the January 28, 1967 

edition of the Saturday Evening Post on the very provocative 

subject "Don't Try to Sell Me Your Religion" bas thrust a 

disarmingly honest prick at certain frothy ecumenical bubbles 

by declaring Judeo-Christian dialogue to be "farcial" and 

"subtly demeaning" on the ground that "christianity borrowed 

at least as much from the Greeks and Romans as it did from 

the Jews". Behind this ratter argumentative cast, the Rabbi 

is simply stating the truism that the Greek and the Hebrew 

were residents of two significantly different thought-worlds 

---worlds of ttought which often shared the same vocabulary 

yet infusing radically different meanings within similar or 

identical words. 

The English exegete F. F. Bruce summarizes just this 
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difficulty quite lucidly in two b.r-i.e f wo.r-d studies on 

pivotal New Testament te.r-ms. B.r-uce decla.r-es the two p.r-incipal 

terms vital to the understanding of the .r-elation of Christ to 

Goo are "SOW' and "WORD" --- he is known both as the "Son" of 

God and tte "Word., of Goo. The crux of the problem is that 

this te.r-minology is taken from its Heb.l'aic-Biblical context 

and undergoes consi"derable modification when it becomes mean

ingful currency in the G.r-eek thought-world. The wo.r-d "Son", 

in addition to its literal sense of a filial (biological

hereditary) relation, has for the Hebrew a sense of what 

Bruce calls "moral kinship". To substantuate this assertion · 

B.r-uce says that Jesus himself used "Son" in just such a con

text by saying, "Blessed are the peacemakers 1 for they shall 

be called Sons of God" --- reproducing w'"thin themselves the 
1 

character of God. Though it would not be germane at this 

point to develop an excu.r-sus on the expression "Son of God", 

let us deem it sufficient to say that while many scholars 

would see an incipient "supernaturalism• in this term as it 

evolved in the context of the Heb.r-ew mentality, they would be 

extremely hesitant to see any metaphysical declarations in-
2 

berent within them. 

1. 

2. 

F. F. Bruce, The Grow in~ Day (London: The Paternoster 
Press, 1951) 1 pp. 119-1 ~. 

Especially helpful at this point are the articles 
11 Son of God" and "Son of Man" in the Interp.r-ete.r- 1 a 
Dictionary of the Bible, v. IV. 
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The Greeks (and the Romans who emulated them) were in

flicted with a "fatal" propensity to philosophize. A notion 

of a "moral kinship" to a deity was ludicrous to the educated 

Greek~ Even with an elaborate cultural mythology whose person

ified heroes and villians were quartered in the rarified ait> 

of Mount Olympus, a pervasive fatalism dominated the intell

ectual milieu. No less than Seneca, a Roman imbued with the 

Gt>eek mentality, said "Fate guides us, and it was settled at 

the first bout> of birth what length of time remains fot> each. 

Cause is linked wt th cause (determinism~ and therefore evel"y

thing should be endured with fol"ti.tude. Long ago it was 

determined what would make you rejoice and what would make 

you weep --- although the great creator and ruler of the 

universe himself wrote the decrees of fate, yet he follows 
3 

them. He obeys forever, he decl"eed but once." Pliny the 

elder states this even more succinctly when he says "we are 

so much at the mercy of fate that fate herseJf, by whom God 
4: 

is proved uncertain, takes the place of God." Far from the 

fl"eshman philosophy class stereotype of trying to determine 

how imperfect a copy the professor's desk is to its arcbtype 

in the world of "forms", the el"udite Greek was impelled to 

3. Seneca, de Providentate 5, 7f. as cited in Rudolf 
Bultmann, Pl"lmitlve Christianity (New Yorlq 
Meri.di an Books, 1956) 1 p. 149. 

4:. Pliny, op.cit., Natural History II, 22. 
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philosophize for far more substantial reasons. Philosophy 

was f~ the Greek a study in self-identity and, above all, 

the reconciliation of the individual with his fin1te des

tiny, the equation of which was consi.dered to be wisdom (a 

point to which we will rett~n in greater detail). When 

reason experiences a failure of nerve and ceases to be 

schoolmaster of the will, "evil" is concommitant because it 

represents a regression to a lesser state of enlightenment, 

a state at which Man had still not accepted h1s determinate 

end. Thus we see the urgency of the philosophical enter

prise. Philosophy refines and develops the reason, and the 

"reason., perceiving what is best, communicates its insight 
5 

to the will, and the will automatically obeys its promptings•. 

The Greek., soured and disenchanted by "orthodox" fatalism 

(to which even Plato and Aristotle succumbed in the estimate 
6 

of Gilson ) and receptive to the kerygmatic preaching because 

of his sojourn into the mystery religions would give them 

his own characteristic response to the declaration that 

Jesus was 0 While the He brew sought 

an almost supernatural "man on horseback" to rout the Romans 

from the prom,_sed land and were more interested in pragmat1.c 

activity than the nature and character of the one on the 

5. Rudolf Bultmann, Primitive Christianity in its 
Contempora~ Setting (New York: Mer!aian Books 
1956), PP. 8o-182. 

6. Etienne Gilson, Reason and Revelation in the 
~iddle A~es (New York: Charles Scribners' Sons., 
!938)., pp. 6-7. 
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horse, the Greek, predisposed tbe philosophy, immediately 

asked the question "bow"? Here a decided metaphysical 

(instead of moral) emphasis was apparent. "In what sense", 

the Greeks ask ace ord1 ng to Bruce, *'did Jesus deri.ve his 
'7 

be 1ng from God?'* 

Tbe term •word" produced a similar difficulty because 

of the subtle yet decisive nuance of meaning held by the 

Greek and Hebrew thought-worlds. In Hebrew thought "Word of 

God" denoted divine activity. Thus Bruce says that it is 

entirely possible for the Hebraic mentality to declare 

Jesus to be the '*Word of God'* because it is to say "that in 

him God is uniquely and self-revealingly active whether in 
8 

creation or in redemption.• The Greek, however, had al-

ready used the term "word" (logos) in a decidedly different 

context. "Logos" or "word• denoted the divine principle of 

reason or order immanent in the universe, (The notion of 

immance makes the logos principle readily consistant with 

our previous discussion of fatalism) from which the newly 

converted or inquiring Greek or Greek-Jew ("god-fearers") 
9 

could equate the metaphysically defined pre-existent Christ. 

7. Bruce, op.cit., p. 120. 

8. Ibid. 

9. Ibid., pp. 120-121. 
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We may ~eadily appreciate Paul's words in his first 

lette~ to the chu~ch at Co~inth when he assesses the monu

mental task of making an apology to the wo~ld a~ound him. 
a 

"The Jews ask fo~ mi~aculous p~oofs", and/cha~ismatic 

militar.y leade~-mi~acle wo~ke~ with the aplumb of a Moses 

and the muse lea of a Joshua 1 "and the Greeks an intellectual 

panacea" --- a philosophy which would make sense out of the 

fatalistic non-sense they see about them. The skillful 

apologist utilizes the thoughts, conce.tons, attitudes, and 

fears of the audience who will give him ear. Saul of Tarsus, 

the former Jewish exc lus lvist who had the unique benefit of 

being i'eared in a fertile Greek environment, seeing the 

synagogue doors closed to him, turned to those ears who would 

hear. The rest of the tale is commenta.ry. 

The~e are still a number of well-meahing souls who fe.r

vently attempt to repristinate in ou.r time a thoroughgoing 

Biblical theology; free of the cancel' of philosophical specu

lation and terminology. They are to be commended for theii' 

fe!'vor if for nothing else because nothing could be further 

from the truth. Just as many held to the cherished belief 

that the Koina Greek must assuredly be language from heaven 

because it was so radically different f!"om the classical 

language --- only to have their claim !"ather rudely dispelled 

when an excavation team found a first century grocery list 

written in the same "heavenly" speech, so must these Biblical 

ingenues admit to the fact that variant philosophies and 
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theologies a~e indeed p~esent in the New Testament documents 

and tbei~ p~oto-sou~ces as we 11 befo~e even a feeble attempt 

at unde~standing can even begin. 

By the time Paul confronted the Genti lea with the proclama

tion of the gospe 11 impersonal "fate" had long been personified 
.,_ "" 

into the T~ of Galatians 4., p~1nc ipally th~ougb 

the p~e-Christian phenomenon of Gnosticism which pe~sists in 
10 

its own peculiar shapes and exp~esaions to our p~esent day. 

Even Paul cannot but help to be imbued with the speculative 

religious vocabula~y of the world to which he min1ste~d. As 

they usurped Old Testament traditions and applied them to 

the:i.r own fo~mulations., the Gnostic :mes Man's situation in the 

wo~ld •as a bondage to the hostile cosmic powers., as a fate 
11 

brought upon him by the fall of the archtypal man." Paul 

himself uses such an idiom in I Corinthians 15:•7ff when he 

speaks of an "earthly man" and a "heavenly man". No one 

would deny the effect these thoughts., decidedly Greek in 

origin., had upon the statement of Christ ian be lief. The 

notion that matte~ was inherently evil while the splrit was 

inherently pure 1 caused the Greeks to stumble when they even 

attempted to envision how a God., who by def1nit1on was remote 

from the material world., could function as he was p~rported 

to do in the Kerygma. The Asiatic body of ideas called 

"Orphism" which had been assimilated into Greek thinking., made 

10. Bultmann, p. 190. 

11. ~., p. 191. 
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it virtually impossible to conceive of the human body and 

the material world in general as little more than a prison-
12 

house. One need only conjecture the effect such a mental-

ity had on tbe fertile formulations of the Gnostics, and the 

Docetists who held a more respectable place on the fringe of 

the orthodox family. 

Yet, by the same token, the Hebraic assessment that the 

material creation, issuing from tbe hand of an immanent-transcen

dent creator, was by its very nature good, created no insur

mountable obstacle to the declaration that the Divine Word 
13 

became flesh. However, the traditional notion of moral kin· 

ship (without the effective complement of understanding tbe 

full import of the metaphysical implications which we!'e attend

ant to it) resulted in !doptionism and Ebionism in which the 

man Jesus is taken into an exalted "moral-kinship" relationship 

with the Father in an albeit subordinate posi.tion. 

Once the growing severance between the Jewish and Christian 

communities had become final and complete, the progeny of the 

apostles directed the bulk of their activity to the fo!'mulation 

of a Christian Apologetic. Such an enterprise, acco!'ding to 

Adolf von Harnack, had to be sensitive to a va!'iety of con

ditions. They a!'e, among others: 

1. Historical continuity with the Old Testament 

witness 

2. The Universalism of the Christian !'evelation 

12. Bruce 1 pp. 121-122. 

13. Ibid. 
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3. Rejection of Gnostic schematics 

4. A Desire to present Christianity to the educated 

as the highest and surest philosophy. 

5. An attempt to make Christianity rational and 

giving it a form which appealed to the common 

sense of all earnest, thinking and reasoning 
14 

men of the times. 

The Gnostic heresy found a staunch opponent in the figure 

of Tertullian. Yet even in his attempt to repudiate the Gnostic 

superstructure and affirm an anti-gnostic "regula fidei", he 

was forced to find recourse in the stoicism from which he had 
15 

come. Gilson 1 in his work to which we have previously 

referred, has developed what he calls "the Te.riullian family", 

having the fellow by the same name as its spiritual father. 

"In spite of their personal differences", says Gilson, "the 

species itself is easily recognizable". These points of iden

tification are, among others, a selective reading of St. Paul, 

a condemnation of Greek philosophy and the absolute dichotomy 

between religious faith and reason in matters pertaining to 
16 

revelation. Although he discreetly avoids divulging names, 

he intimates rather broadly that a man of the ilk of Karl 
17 

Barth is firmly within this family structure. However, 

14. Adolf von Harnack, Outlines of the History of Dogma 
(Boston: Sar King Freas, 1893), p. 11'7. • 

15. Adolf von Harnack, Ristort of Do~ma, Vol.IV and Vol.V 
(New York: Dover Publ!cat ons, 1 61), pp. l96ff. 

16. Gilson, pp. 10-11. 

17. ~., p. 8. 
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the same patristic period bore witness to a man named Clement 

of Alexandrla who, while not having the distinction of having 

a family named in his honor, dubious as this may be, compli

mented ~aPtullian by clearly not finding "philosophy to be 

the foolishness of the world" but rather as"a gift from God, 

a means of educating the pagan world for Christ as the Jew's 
18 

means of eduoati on had been the law." Once again, just as 

Paul 1 s ostracism from the synagogue community, as was the case 

with the primitive evangelists, permanently altered the idiom 

and thrust of the Kerygma, the attitude of Clement prevailing 

over that of Tertullian determined the nature of theological 

interrogation for the thousand years to follow. 

As we, in summary, are mindful of our integrating princi

ple of "metaphysical determinism" while being cognizant at 

the same time that the characteristic New Testament language 

idioms and thought patterns did not simply issue forth from 

the Qld Testament but underwent subtle modification and, in 

some oases, radical reinterpretation, we may attempt to con

trast the Hebraic and Greek mentalities in light of our pivotal 

principle. If one were asked to interpret the Hebrew mentality 

within the context of "metaphysical determinism• his assessment 

might include certain definite considerations. The primitive 

Hebraic world view may be considered a-metaphysical in a 

somewhat narrow sense because personal existence is terminated 

in death, yet, in a very real way, it is solidly metaphysical 

18. Frederick Copleston, A History of Philosophy - Vol.I 
(New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1§58), pp.276-277. 
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insofa~ as it sees itself vitally and intimately ~elated 

to the t~anscendent fi~st cause. It also has left its pe~m

anent ma~k on the Ch~istian p~oclamation within its constant 

d~amatic pa~able or a g~acious God and an ung~ateful people. 

Tbe dynamic of choice associated with the Heb~ew was to be

come crucial to the Ke~ygma which then addressed itself to 

the disenchanted pagan. Were we to enume~ate perve~sions 

fol" which the Heb.t'ew would be held accountable, the one 

which would be pal"amount would be that of peculiarity, the 

.t'ebellion against any fo~m of universalism by dogmatically 

contending that God is our Fathel:' to the exclusion · of all 

else. 

The G.r-eek wo.r-ld view with its fatalistic determinism 

pl"oved to be fe.r-t ile a oil fo~ tl':e Ke.r-ygma because it shew a 

within it the oppo.r-tunity to master the fates by thei.r- incor

poration into the metaphysical figure who was at the focus of 

the p~oclamation. The monumental alte~ation the G~eek thought

world underwent was accepting the discovery that God is not 

indifferent but can be empathetical and compassionate without 

comp.r-omising his holiness and t~anscendence. Their sho~t

coming lay in the!~ pe~vasi'Ve willingness to subject God to 

ite~ile catago~ization instead of plumbing the full implica

tions of his personal add~esa. 

An analysis of "metaphysical determinism" in the patristic 

era, could issue forth in notb~ng save a paradox --- a pa~adox 

of freedom, especially in the Pauline sense, in which the 
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person to whom the good news is given experiences his 

greatest sense of freedom (from a fatalistic determination) 

when he makes himself transparent to that which God deposes 

that he do. Wl:e re the Greek, or, for that matter, Gnostic 

expositions heavily emphasize a flight from the material 

worlrl, the Christian proclamation, reflecting the Hebraic 

soil in which its roots are imbedded, affirms the goodness 

of the material creation. While the Greek mentality con

stantly speaks in terms of dualism whereby the spiritual 

principle resident within the body is warned not to capitu-
19 

late to the material-evil world, the Christian declares 

that the world becomes "evil" only insofar as Ma~ attaches 

himself to the mutable good, attempting to attain life by 

his own efforts, until he, in Bultmann's words "becomes •••• 
20 

a victim of transitory reality". For, in the final anal-

ysis, the Christian sees no cosmological dualism of good and 

evil. This will be of decisive importance in future formu

lations of tl:s nature of "sin''. The material world does not 

extend its bailing books and attempt to ensnare him and 

drag him to his doom but affords instead the opportunity for 

him to express the vioeger,ncy God always intended him to 

have. 

19. Bruce, p. 122. 

20. Bultmann, pp. 192-193. 
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CHAPTER II: THE MEDIEVAL PERIOD 

When .Augustine, who may be colloquially called the fi!'st 

theological "giant" of the medieval pe!'iod, entered into the 

a!'ena of apologetics, it became abundantly olea!' that the 

attitude of Clement would p!'evail. Yet, it should be admitted 

with the same abundant cla!'ity that the motives underw!'it1ng 

the apologetic task, as a !'esult of presswes f!'om without, 

expe!'ienoed a !'evision of principle which was at once slow and 

deliberate while being histo!'ically inexorable at the same 

time. 

The apologetic endeavo!' d1!'eoted to the non-Hebraic world 

developed a means of exp!'ession which adhe!'ed like a chrysalis 

to the primitive preaching. While its function may have been 

salutary in the beginning, we shall see that it gradually be

came a peculia!' stumbling block when it caused men to qua!'rel 

ove!' its external structure while they fo!'got that a vib!'ant 

life was enclosed within it. As this first pressure was bas

ically internal and self-engende!'ed for pu!'poses of compre- · 

hensibility, a second pressure, external by contrast, played 

just as determinate a !'Ole in altering the Ch!'ist1an apology. 

This 0 p!'essU!'e8 , very simply, was the political t!'ansforma

tion of the Ch!'istian Chu!'ob from a clandestine sect to the 

8 RELIGIO LICITA". A raging debate could be undertaken ove!' 

whether this constituted a "p!'essure" or a lack of pressure, 

justifiable recognition or a failure or nerve. In any case, 

the apology ceased, for all intensive purposes, to fervently 
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justify its existence and settled down to the ~athe~oomfo~table 

task of defining and refining its mode of expression. We, by 

no means, asse~t that the only thing remaining for the church 

to do was to engage in some mild tea party polemics for noth

ing could be further from the truth. we do, however, see a 

vast difference between a st.r-uggle for acceptance, and, in 

sorre oases, su~vi val in an alien environment and a ufamily 

quarrel", vitriolic as it may be, in which the orthodox seg

ment has its p~edominanoe challenged periodically by a s orne-

what more enthusiastic seoond cousin. Yet, as in the case of 

the "first p~essu~eu, this too was saluta~ insofar as it 

produced g~eater depth of understanding by challenging the 

accepted formulation and thereby causing it to be more exhaustively 

defined or re-defined. 

The system of Augustine, at first glance, seems to follow 

the spirit of Tertullian as opposed to that of Clement for it 

is clearly, to borrow Windle band's phrase, "a metaphysic of 

inner experience•. Windleband equates this expression, which 

he feels typifies the Augustinian position and has "beatitude" 

as its goal, with the "socratic postulate that the possession 
1 

of truth is requisite for happiness.• This sounds more than 

vaguely reminiscent of the urgency of philosophy for the 

classical Greeks. Ian Barbour equates the foundation of the 

1. Wilhelm Windelband, A History of Philosoph' - Vol. I 
(New York: Harper TorohbooKs, 1958), pp. ~6-2~~. 
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medieval t.raadit ion (of which Augustine may be oonside.rae·d a 

pills!') with th9 Platonic and A.taistot~lian emphases with the 

notion "that the.rae must be a reason (Ba.rabour neve.ra clea.raly 

elucidates tm meaning of ".raeason" in this context) if the 
2 

wo.rald is not irrational". It would be tempting to align 

Augustine's motivations, as does Windleband, with those of 

the classical philosophers who attempt to answer the "where 

f.raom-what now-whel"e to" of the 1!' metaphysical determinism, 

and to generalize them, as does Ba.rabou.ra, into those facto.ras 

which a.rae suppooed to be constitutive of the medieval milieu. 

If such be the case, the only thing sepa.raat ing the figu.rae of 

Augustine from those of his p.raecu.raso.ras would be the expansion 

of the transcendent "fi.rast cause" concept, because of a legit

imate Heb.raaic influence on the Cb.raistian community, to include 

fathe.rahood and filial relationship. This would then mean that 

little or no change has been effected in methodology (as some 

vocal critics of the medieval thought-wo.rald a.rae jealous to 
2a 

emphasize) and, at best, only a nominal change was unde.rataken 

ih the a.raea of sentiment and te.raminology. 

It would than be extremely interesting to compare this 

mentality with the position of a schola.ra of no less .raapute than 

Etienne Gilson who goes so fe..ra as to sea August:tne as the 

pivotal figure of a second unique family in the histo.ray of 

Ch!'istian thought. Gilson .raeminds us how Augustine, in his 

2. Ba.rabour, op.cit, pp.l7-18. 

2a. A. Wolf, A Histo.ray of Science, Tech. & Philo. 
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Confessions had failed to reach truth and faith by reason alone 

and how he arrived at the monumental discovery "that all the 

rational truth about God that had been taught by the philosophers 

could be grasped at once, pure of all errors, and enriched with 

many a more than philosophical truth by the simple act of faith 
3 

of the most illiterate among the faithful~. This expression 

has within itself the curious distinction of sounding like both 

Thomas and Luther ' as well it might. Gilson continues, say-

ing "from that time on, Augustine was never to forget that the 

safest way to reach truth is not the one that starts from reason 

and then goes on from rational certitude to faith, but, on the 

contrary, the way whose starting point is faith and then goes 

• on from revelation to reason•. 

The mysteries and the marvels of the human spirit pervadec: 

the thought and piety of Augustine. Although, as Reinhold 

Niebuhr rightly points out, Augustine's statements •are not 

derived solely from the insights of the Christian religion. They 

are so remarkable because he was able to exploit what mysticism 
5 

and Christianity, at their best have in common. Man, in feel-

ing his "inadequacy (a sense of rigid determinism) reaches out•, 

3. Gilson, op.cit, pp. 16-17. 

4. Ibid. -
5. Reinbold Niebuhr, The Nature and Destiny of Man - Vol. I 

(New York: Charles Scribners' Sons, 1941,), p. 157. 
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in Copleston's paraphrase 1 •to an object greater than himself 1 6 . 
an object which can bring peace and happiness• --- the know-

ledge of which leads to beatitude. What prevented Augustine 

from postulating that which would be tantamount to a nirvana 

concept was his ability to perceive this as having a linear 

quality --- an ongoing search for this beatitude --- never 

fully realizingit this side of eternity (which in itself pro-

vides a point of demarcation with classical fatalism-engendered 

philosophy). The human mind for Augusti.ne is man's singular 

badge of his uniqueness so unique in fact that he virtually 
? 

equates the human mind with the Imago Dei. One would be in 

difficult straits to find a figure in whose thought the "where 

from-what now-where to" of metaphysical determinism is more 

exhaustively treated than Augustine. Memory1 he asserts 1 is 

a paramount function of Man's unique ability for self-trans-
8 

cendence. The only factor which saves Augustine from a 

Platonic mysticism is the abiding belief that human life points 

beyond itself yet cannot convert itself into that nbeyond" 
9 

because this equation epitomizes the very nature of "sin". 

6. 

8. 

Frederick Cople.ston 1 A HistoJ: of Philosophi - Vol. 2 
(New York: Image Books 1 1962 1 p. 66. 

\ 
Augustine 1 "De~triniate XIV 1 4 1 6 •" 
Reinhold Neibuhr 1 The Nature and 
op.c1t ., p. 155. 

Niebuhr, p. 156. 

as quoted in 
Destiny of Man - Vol.I 

9. Ibid., p. 158. 
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In light of the Pelagian cont~ove~sy, which p~ecipitated 

certain definite questions concerning the role of the human 

reason in the salvatory process, Augustine po~trayed man's 

metaphysical drama as wholly w1thin the grace of God. Grace, 

according to Augustine, is praevenient (having the power to 

withdraw man f~om his sinful condition), cooperative (which 

alone renders man capable of ea~ning mer! t and, above all, 

irresistable. The ~esult of th1s process then is n justifica

tion" --- the transition of the sinner f~om the impious to the 
10 

pious state as a result of grace coupled w1th merit. It is 

curious to see Augustine placing the initiative strictly in 

the divine dimension (consonant with later Reformation tradi

tion) while at the same time laying the foundations of what 

will become the normative Roman Catholic position of justifi

cation (grace coupled with merit). 

Since the system of Augustine was, in great measure, one 

of reaction to heretical (non-orthodox) tendencies within that 

specific his t ol'ical pel'iod, his concept of nature reflects his 

reaction against the Manicheans to whom he had previously 

belonged who wel'e chal'acterized mainly by their dualistic world 

outlook. In order to assert the supremacy and singularity of 

God, and emphatically avoid the postulation of a dualistic 

schema, be described evil as "pl'ivation" (which Copleston 
11 

attributes to the Neo-Platonic Paotinus --- but which is in 

conc~d with the New Testament in rejecting an absolute dualism) 

10. History of Dogma-Vol. IV and v, op. cit., pp. 205-209. 

11. Copleston, p. loo. 
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which late~ became no~mative fo~ scholastic philosophy.as a 

whole. 

The most conspicuous debt Augustine owes to Platonic and 

Neo-Platonic fo~mulation, howeve~, is inext~icably bound up 

within his p~1nciple of self-t~anscendence. How may tbe human 

mind which in itself is tempo~al affix itself to the ete~nal? 

Augusti.ne ~eto~ts with his doct~ine of illuminati. on. Because 

of the fact that the human mind is changeable and tempo~al and 

the ete~nal, must by definition, t~anscend it the~efo~e, 

the only way the mind is capable of app~ehending what it is, is 
12 

th~ough the assistance of an outside source. What Thomas was 

later to conside~ an aspect of simply God's c~eating and con

se~v1ng actiTity, Augustine deems to be a separate and unique 

function of God in his gratuitous action to man whe~eby he 

transcends sense expe~ience and pe~ceivesete~nal truths under 

the action of a Being who alone is necessa~, changeless and 
13 

ete~nal. 

Due to the fact that this paper pu~po~ts to be no mo~e than 

a histo~1cal su~vey to substantdate a cent~al argument, the 

second majo~ figu~e to be conside~ed in this chapter is st. Anselm 

of Cante~bury. Anselm provides int~i~uing material fo~ study 

because of his fidelity to the Augustinian tradition and his 

captivating p~oof for the existence of God which defies a con

t~adiotion little sho~t of logical positivism. Fi~mly within 

the t~aditlon of Augustinian inte~nalism, Anselm advanced his 

famous p~oof of God's existence as that which affi~ms " God is 

12. ~·' pp. '78-'79. 

13. ~., pp. 81-82. 
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than ,Which no greater can be thought•. This argument was then 

severely attacked by a Monk named Gaunilo, who contended that 

an idea does not presuppose extramental existence and that 

Anselm had made an illicit transit! on from the logical to the 

.real order. To this objection Anselm tendered the .reply that 
14 

God being absolute perfection must exist by necessity. Anselm 

in no way depreciates that which can be known sensibly, as 

Augustine would agree that eternal knowledge 1:8 perceptible 
15 

through experience, but contends that eternal truth is only 

knowable through its cause --- God. Therefore, an idealism of 

the Platonic variety persists though Anselm was, at the same 

time, instrumental in laying the basis for the realism of a 

rediscovered Aristotle and a Thomas. 

B.t'evity once again permits us to take a leap of some tr.o 

hundred years in o.t'der that we may .t'ound out ou.t' picture of the 

medieval period by conside.t'ing Thomas and Bonaventure - its two 

culminating figures. The ipistomology of Thomas is thoroughly 

.t'ealistic in cha.t'acte.t'. In cont.t'ast to Platonic epistemology 

(exerting a decked influence on Augustine and later BonaventU.t'e) 

affirming the priority of thought and the facility of thought to 

engage in extension and which, finally, most posit a fiN'It cause, 

a "super ens" valhalla of "fo.t'ms" in o.t"der to codify (by the 

Socratic doctrine of recollection) this subjective app.t'ehension 

of the external world, Thomas sees a dynamic encounte.t' between 

the percelving subject arrl the object to be perceived. Both 

subject and object are .t'endered "substantial" when the one per-

14. Ibid., pp. 184-185. 

15. ~., p. 81. 
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ce i ves the other and internalizes and object 1fies it. .Thomas 

declares the action of the subject not to be merely intelligible 

(in an empirical, receptionistic sort of way) but Bsuperintell

igible". Man's rational faculties thus have the ability to 

codify and generalize (specifically in the domain of specie·sand 

genera) as well as tl::e previously menti.oned abilities to internal

ize and objectify. Yet, as in the case of Platonic epistemology, 

a further refinement must be presumed to spare it from becoming 

I mere phenomenology. Thomas accomplishes this alteration with his 

doctrine of Bsubsistenoe". Man's ability to engage in super-

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

sensible, superintelligible determination does not reside in his 

innate ability to generalize stimulus-response patterns, but in 

the fact that he has been created and "subsists" through the 

grace of God. Here Thomas comes closest in approximating a 

"metaphysical determinism" as a gracious dispensation from God. 

God thus created within man not only the ability to perceive 

sensibly but also put whitbin man an active principle of know-
16 

ledge which enables him to intuit that which be rece:tves. 

The ana lysis of Jacques Ma.t'l tain is extremely helpful at this 

point when he compares a Thomistic orientation to education 

with that of Platonism. He contends that Thomas, in "de 

Veri tate", would repudiate the idea of E-DUCO --- drawing out 

of the pupil knowledge already preexistent within him tbrougb 

the development of the powel:' of recollection --- while, at the 

same time, carefully qualifying the Aristot~lian concept of the 

I "Tabula R,asa" by adding that the subsistent God-given powe!' of 

I 
I 

16. Jacques Maritain, Existence and the Existent (New York: 
Image Fooks, 1948), pp'. ~0-91. · ··- · ·-
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::;! intuit ion imposes a dynamic and a direction to the leatoning 
! 17 
process which ultimately will lead to man's toational development. 

we see with in Thomas' realism an n openness" to the natutoal 

ordei' wbei'e ''man thinking" is not a cognitive animal su.bjecti"'tely 

fostering meaning on that outside of him nor a passive receptor of 

sense impressions, but a rational creature given the ability to 

literally "drink:1 in" all of nature in its variedness and multi

plicity by his subsistence in God. In his determination of whether 

God may be known through the natural order, Thomas begins his 

treatment of nature and grace by saying that •although we cannot 
18 

know what God is --- we can use the effects of God" and "just 

as other sciences do not argue to prove their own principles, but 

ar>gu.e from their principles to prove other things which the 

sciences include, so neither does this doctrine argue to prove 

its principles, which are articles of faith, but argues from these 
19 

to prove other things•. Frere Thomas must make 1 i.f I may pre-

sume to borrow from Kie rkegaa!'d, n a leap of fai tb" by accepting 

as an initial premise man's subsistent identity to God in much 

the same way as Platonism affi!'med the p!'iority of form --- and 

tbus must part company wltb tl:e positiv:tsts who concur with his 

epistemology on the horizontal dimension but are loathe to enter 

the vertical realm. 

Interestingly enough it is within this article that the 

I first fissure develops which will eventuate in the Catholic-

I 
I 
I 

17. Cha!'les A. Fecher, The Philosophy of Jacques Maritain 
(Westminster, Md: The ~fewman Press, 1~53), pp-:-·'28Iff. 

18. Summa Theologic~, IQ.l, Art. 7. 

19. IQ. 1, A!'t. 8. 
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Protestant rupture. Thomas asserts that "sacred doctrine 

does not make use of human reason ••• to proye the faith, 

but to clarify certain points of doctrine. Since grace 

does not supplant nature, but perfects it, reason ought 

to be the servant of faith in the same way as the natur-
20 

al inclination of the will is the servant of charity". 

Thomas epitomizes the classified Catholic position by 

seeing man at Yariance with what God intended him to be 

because of the "peccatum originale", but sees not rad-

leal cleavage and distortion of the human personality 

as do the later reformers. As to whether or not God's 

existence may be pro•en sa•e by revelatory act, Thomas 

once again says the existence of God may be demonstrated 
21 

by his effects. He then continues his deYelopment by 

exhibiting five proofs (which have been previously quali

fied) for God's existence (excluding any insight into his 

nature as loving father) which ere sensible to the rational 

faculties alone (a predisposition of faith not required) 

which we will once again allude to in our treatment of 
22 

St. Bonaventure. God's existence is for Thomas self-

evident --- howe•er seeing his ecti•ity as gracious, lo•

ing and personally directed to us still belongs in tbe 
23 

realm of faith. 

20. Ibid. -
21. IQ.2, Art. 1 

22. IQ.2, Art. 3 

2 3 • IQ • 2 0 ff. 
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In any discuss ion of l:"eason and revelation in tpe system 

of Thomas, this discu.ssion is conjoined with the expression 

*'Praeambula Fidei". Barbour, in his Issues in Science and 

Religion, l:"egards this to mean that "reason •••• is an important 

pl:"eamble to faith (for example) ••• it can establish some theolog-
24: 

ical tl:"uths, i.ncluding the existence of God". Bal:"boUl:" contin-

ues in his obsel:"vation that in the thought of Aquinas •l:"evela

tion is necessary because the most impol:"tant theological truths 
25 

al:"e not accessible to reason. Within the tl:"anslation of 

pl:"aembula fidei this view is most certainly possible. "Fides" 

as a feminine noun may be translated either as a dative ( as 

Barbour does) in which l:"eason is the legitimate preamble ~ 

faith or may be tl:"anslated as a genitive (as Thomas actually 

does) to pl:"oduce the fal:" mol:"e dynamic concept of the pl:"iority 

of faith to rational activity. .rust as the dative usage ex

poses Thomas to the stereotype of the l:"eason functioning in 

happy autonomy until it needs a slight assist fl:"om God, the 

genitive preamble of faith to reason provides copious material 

for fruitful theological dlalogue. Thomas readily admits that 

"there are some truths which the natUl:"al reason also is able 
26 

to reach" (as we have discussed previously} yet, in the fiye 

classical "proofs" he declal:"es at the same time if "tbe know

ledge of God were solely that of the reason, t l:':e human race 

24. Bal:"bour, p. 20. 

25. Ibid. 

26. Thomas Aquinas, On tbe Truth of the Catholic Faith -
Book One: God (Garden C!ty(M'anover Bouse,1955), p.63. 
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27 
would l:'emain in tbe 1:i.ackest shadows of ignorance'* abd warns 

'*not (to) intrude ••• into the divine secret 1 do not# presuming 

to comprehend the sum total of intelligence# pledge yourself 

into the mystery of the unending nativity; rather, undel:'stand 
28 

that these things are incomprehensible". With this mental-

ity# Thomas does lip service to the methodology of the 

Pseudo-Dionys ius, John Scot us Er igena and the school of St. 

Vi.ctor while effecting a qualitative break with what Gilson 

calls the theologism of tbe early "Middle Ages by maintaining 

"that Revelation is a self-sufficient and self-contained orde.t' 

of t.t'Uth 1 whose ultimate foundation is divine authority alone 
29 

and not tbe natUl:'al light of l:'eas on". 

In "Prima Secundae" # Questions 82 and 85, 'l'homas delves 

into the essence of O.t'iginal sin. The Thomist definition of 

sin is wholly consonant with his earlie.t' assel:'tiob conce.t"ning 

man in his incorpol:'ation in the natUl:'al o.t'der. He view sin as 

"habitual" --- not in the sense which inclines a power to act 

(which would seem consisteatt with tre .t"eformeN! equation of 

sin with .t'adical l:'ebellious pl:'ide) but in a second sense of 

habit defined as "the disposition by which a composite nature 
30 .... 

as well or ill disposed in a cel:'tain way." Here Thomas 

2'7. l.!!1::.£ • , pp. 6'7-68. 

28. ~l, p. 76. 

29. Gilson 1 p. '78. 

30. 12 ae 1 ~.82, A.t't. 1 
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amplifies., in his own unique way., the Augustinian def!nition 
31 

of evil as privation (assumed from Plotinus) by saying that 
32 

sin is much more than this --- "it is a corrupt habit". Once 

again., Thomas., as did Augustine., conjoins the two "thought

worlds" spoken of in Chapter I, by introducing the element of 

personal rebellion in what otherwise would be considered mere 

deficiency in personality. The difference between actual and 

original sin is of primary importance insofar as "actual sin 

is the disorder of an act" while "original sin is the dis-ordered 
33 

disposl.tion of nature itself". The cause of sin is deemed to 

be "the privation of original justice., which took away from man 
3-t 

the subjection of his mind to God". 

In his analysis of man in his relationship to God, Thomas 

speaks of the "natural good" which may mean three things: 

1. The constitutive power of nature--together with tl::e 

properties consequential to them. 

2. The inclination to virtue. 

3. The gift of original justice. 

Within this deliniation Thomas explains "the constitution of 

human nature is nel ther destroyed nor diminished by sin. The 

gift of original justice was totally lost through the sin of 

our first parent. The natural inclination to vi.rtue, finally., 

31. 

32. 

Frederick Copleston., A His tor; of PhilosophJ 1 V .2.,Part 1 
(New York: Image Books., 1g~2~ p. loo. 

12 ae, Q. 82, Art. 1 

33. Ibid. 

34 • 12ae ., Q. 82 , Art • 2 
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is diminished by sin --- hence, although nature itself is not 

changed by any alteration in its voluntary action, ita inclina-
35 

tion is changed in respect of ita direction to an end". He 

says further that there is a natural inclination to virtue which 

is diminished but not taken away and goes so far as to say that 

there is a "certain good, with its mode 1 species, and order 

which belongs to the very nature --- that is not taken away by 
36 

sin nor diminished by it." (A possible precursor to Luther's 

"Justita Civilis"?). 

we may make an appropriate transition from the treatment of 

nature to that of g!'ace by alluding to Thomas' Treat i.se on Grace 

which makes the assessment that in a state of corruption, man 
3'7 

falls short of what nature makes possible. Human natul:'e is 

not so entirely corrupted by sin as to be deprived of natural 

good altogethe!'. As we have said earlier, man confesses that 

he subsists in God --- that he was created for a supe!'natural 

end which the catholic Encyclopedia defines as "the intuitive 

vision of God ••• the enlightenment of the (human) intellect by a 

posi.t ive revelation of God ••• D5.vine G.ttace illuminating and 

strengthening tbe human facilities and sanctifying by which 
38 

human nature is elevated to a higbe.tt mode of activity•. In 

the state of "pure nature• (which we would define as aff1rming 

35. 12 ae, Q. 85, Art. 1 

36. 12 ae, Q. 85, Art. 5 

3'7. 12 ae, Q. 109, A!'t. 2 

38. "Nature", The Catholic Enclclopedia, v. 10 (New Yot'k: 
Robt. Appe1ton co. 1~11), pp.,15 "Fr. 
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our rational facilities while being bound by the contingencies 

of pbye ical determination) Thomas dec lares that "man needs a 

power added to his natural power by grace 1.n order to do and 

to will supernatural good --- but in the state of corrupt 

nature be needs this for two reasons, in order to be healed, 

and in order to achieve the meritorious good of supernatural 
39 

virtue.~ He asserts almost to the point of redundancy that 

•to love God above all things is natural to man --- the reason 

for this is that it is natural for each thing to desire and to 

love something --- we must understand that a nature cannot be 

incited to an action which exceeds the proportion of its 

power --- but to love God is not such an action --- this is 
40 

natu~al in every created nature•. When in the state of 

"corrupt nature• man falls short of this des ire of his 

rational will ("which through corruption seeks its own private 
41 

good•') unless it is *'healed" by the Grace of God. 

Thomas then begins to fathom the quest1 on of the relation

ship of grace to merit and good works --- seen as such a point 

of contention especially in Catholic-Lutheran polemics. The 

will of man must be prepared for good works by grace (which 

alone is the principle of meritorious works). God's "help~ 

(grace) is needed in two spec if1.c ways: 

39. 12ae, Q. 109, Art. 2 

40 • 12 ae, Q. 109 1 Art • 3 

41. Ibid. 
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1. As "mover" the primary force which impells 

us to seek our supernatural end. 

2. As "direction" --- which keeps tbegoal of our 
42 

existence constantly before u.s. 

Once again sin is affirmed as being "nothing mo!'e than to fall 

sho!'t of what befits man's natU!'e" ("and a man in the state of 

pUl'e natu.re could avoid this"). In this state of ••co.t>rupt 

natU.t>e" a man needs grace to "heal his nature continually, if 

he is to avoid sin entirely. In our p.t>esent life this healing 

is accomplisl:ted fi.t>st in the mind, the appetite of the flesh 
43 

being not yet wholly cU!'ed.u (It is interesting how such a 

position may easily give theo~ogical credence to a doctrine of 

voluntary celibacy). A man's "healed• t'eason can p.t>event 

"mortal" sins (defined by the Baltimore Catechism as having the 

power of depriving the soul of "sanctifying grace") but his 

"lowe!' appetites still eventuate in "venial sins" (defined by 

the same source as a "less set'ious offense which does not 

deprive the soul of sanctifying grace, and which can be pa.rdoned 
44 

even without sact'amental confession"). It is fut'tber declared 

that man needs God's G!'ace in two ways: 

1. As a "habitual gift" by which his corrupt nature 
45 

may be healed (which is later defined as an 

infusion of "habi t• in the soul --- an endowment 

42 • 12 ae, Q. 109, Art. 6 

43 • 12 ae, Q. 109, Art. 8 

44. Ibid. 

45. 12 ae, Q. 109, Art. 9 
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of forms and powers inclined toward super- · 
46 

natural good. ) 
47 

2. As motivation to act (defined in the same 

later portion as man's mind helped to know, 
. 4:8 

will, and act). 

The thoroughgoing Thomist would take violent exception to 

the Lutteran who regards the doctrine of "justifi.cation by 

faith" his own particular "doctrine by which the church must 

either stand or fall". Man is truly" justified by faith" in 

the scholastic system. • Justification" is defined by Thomas 

as the "transmutation" of the sinner from a state of injustice 
49 

to a state of justice. However, it might be well here to use 

an analogy from the Biblical disciplines to maintain a clear 

picture of the two alternative concepts of "justification" 

which do, in fact, exist. One may say that the classical 

Protestant (Reformation) concept of "justification" is akin 

to the aorist tense in Greek --- signifying completed action 

wholly through the gracious activity of God while the Catholic 

position more closely approximates the imperfect tense whereby 

action though begun in the past continues in linear development 

and exerts its influence in the present. 

The word "schema• may be deemed unfortunate because 

neither Thotr.tS.S nor the Thomist in any way attempt to substan-

46. 12 ae, Q. 110, Art. 2 

47. 12 ae, Q. 109, Art. 9 

48. 12 ae, ~. 110, Art. 2 

49. 12 ae, Q. 113, Art. 1 
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tialize or deliniate the actlvity of grace other than for the 

purpose of understanding and explication of the affects they 

produce. Why and how God chose to be active among men re

mains as awesome and ineffible to them as attempting to fUlly 

understand the trinity. Yet we must guard against reading in 

too great a similal"ity because Thomas is very explic~.t in say

ing that "God does not justify us without ourselves, since 

when we are justified we consent to his justice by a movement 

of our free will. The movement is not the cause of grace, but 
50 

the result of it". Throughout the explication of this 

doctrine God moves man in the context of his free will and 

with all who are capable of being so moved, God infuses justi

fying grace in such a way that he also moves the free will to 

accept it. Even in the sacrament of Infant Baptism, God is 

said by Thomas to "move the infants to justice by moving their 
51 

souls". Thus the activity eventuating in "justification" may 

be summarized by Thomas in t:te following way: 

1. Infusion of Gl"ace (prior to all activity of man 

although considered subsequent from t:te human 

dimension. 

2. Movement of tree will toward God in faith. 

3. Movement of free will to recoil from sin. 
52 

4. The remission of guilt. 

50. Ibid. 

51. 12 ae, ~. 113 1 Art. 3 

52. 12 ae, Q. 113 1 Al"t. 6 
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In wl1..at will .regretfully assume the chat'acter of a brief 

epilogue after considering merely two subdivisions of the 

Summa Theologica of St. Thomas, we shall compare hlm to his 

one notable contemporary --- The Se.raphic Docto.r, St. Bonaventure. 

Both see philosophy to be the hand-maid of theology and both 

see themselves as a spiritual and intellectual heir of St. 

Augustine. Howeve.r, the one facto.r which sepa.rates the two men 

mo.re clearly than any othet' --- and which profoundly colo.rs 

thei.r theological systemization is Bonaventure's reticence to 

abandon Platonic categories contrasted to Thomas' openness to 

the .recently rediscovered realism of A.ri.stotle. 

The classical Augu.stj.nian proof fol:' the existence of God 

--- which Copleston calls uThe Pt'oof from Thought" --- may be 

termed as both covert and a p.riori. When the two doctors of 

the Church speak of an "implicit knowledge of God", Bonaventure 

remains solidly within the tradition and sentiment of Augustine 

by recognizing a "virtual knowledge of God, a dim awal:'eness 

(of a divine presence} which can be !'endered expli.cit without 
53 

recoU!'ae to the sensible wo.t-ld". Thomas 1 however, harbors 

definite miagi vings c once .t-n ing the "Augustl nian-Anse lmic

Bonaventurian" p.rogression of argument and seemingly antici

pates the objection of the positivist by saying: 

"neither can it be argued that God exists in reality, 

unless it is granted that that than which nothing 

greater can be conceived exists in reality 1 Which is 

not granted by those who suppose that God does not 
5~ 

exist". 

53. Copleston, op. cit., p. 28~. 

54 • I • Q. • 2 , Art • 1 
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P~eviously we have said Thomas decla~ed "we cannot know God" 
55 

•••• save in his effects. Yet he, ih Copleston's wo~s, 

"admitted an implicit knowledge of God, but by this he meant 

that the mind has the powe~ of attaining tot he knowledge of 

Gcd' s existence th~ough .roeflection on the things of sense and 
56 

by a~guing f.room effect to cause". Thus, in each of his five 

p~oofs fo.ro God's existence, Thomas never varies from the p.roo

g~ession of tl:e external manifestation to the reality of the 

one who ~enders this action violitional and pu~posefUl which 

demands simultaneously a breach of logic and a leap of faith. 

The second point of consideration conce.roning which 

Bonavent~e and Thomas are at va~iance is the doctrine of 

"illuminationtt. Copleston considers its inception by Aupustine 

as a Ch~istian alte~native to ~ecollection in classical 
57 

Platonic and somewhat less than classical neo-platonic thought. 

It is obvious that both terms p~esuppose an a priori assess-

ment of the knowledge of God. Bonaventu~e sought recourse in 

the doctrine of illuminati on when confronted with elucidating 

his defj.nition of truth as "Adequatio Rei Et Intellectus". 

Since no cl:'eated object is immutable, all sensible objects a~e 

perishable and the human mind itself fallible --- assistance 

was required from without to apprehend the existence of God. 

55. I.Q. 1, Art. 7, op.cit. 

56. Copleston, p. 284. 

57. Ibid., p. 80. 
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Thus the illumination theory carne to the rescue; the existence 

of God is ~rceived inwal:'dly and in a way which transcends both 
58 

the sensible and I>easonable faculties. 

Thomas, however, sees the doctrine as an unnecessary 

accretion on a theological schema. Since God makes his pres

ence known and felt in the sensible world and man has been 

given tM ability to intuit such knowledge originally by God's 

g!'ace such an add1tion is cleai>ly superfluous. Thomas here 

displays his Aristot~lian "realism" while Bonaventure clings to 

what is basically a Platonic orientation to man and the world 

around him. Ultimately the system of Bonaventure, with its 

Platonic predispositions, would admit an element of dispair 

in attempting to perceive God acting in the tangible, material 

world and view a qualified notion of metaphysical determinism 

only in terms of the freedom a supersensible illumination could 

afford from it. Thomas, by contrast, (wel:'e we to retain the 

simile of ":freedom") would virtually equate his doctrine or 

"subsistence• with what we have de signa ted "metapbys ical 

determinism" and, in so doing, see with St. Paul that man's 

greatest freedom rests when he makes himself transparent to 

the determination or God. 

58. Ibid., pp.316-317. 

I 
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CEA.FTER III - .l:1RELTJDE TO REFORMATION. ____ ,_ __ , __ _ 

The New Yor-k Times Sunday Magazine feat'U.t'ed an art_icle 

with the intrig;J.ing title "American Philosophy is Deadr.' 

(Apr- 11 24, 1966) • In an extremely r-eadable way, Dr. Lewis 

Feuer- documents the decl:l.ne and fall of a discipline whose 

regal status once stood second only to that of theology to 

little mor-e than a word game played by a handful of 

dilettantes. Thus, in "American Philosophy is Deadn, we 

see the transition from a William James, who refuses to 

1'accept the agnostic rules for truth seekingn 1 to a Josiah 

Royce 1 who deems n the highest express ion of phi los ophyn is 

a covert "reflexive curiosity" to a Sidney Hook, who equates 

metaphysics with •an indulgence in fancy", finally to a 

Ludwig VHttgenstein, who completely repudiates the utility 

of metaphysical presuppositions and reduces philosophy to 

"grammatical investigation". 

If we accept Noah Webster's principal definition of 

"philosophyn as n the study of the processes governing thought 

and conduct", we can easily observe the emasculation of 

philosophy, the aforementioned period, from a metaphyslcally 

grounded pragmatism to a linquistic analysis offering little 

or no insight into the governance of thought or conduct. 

Dr. Feuer descl:'ibes his study as ttthe decline of philosophy 

from a Golden Age to an academic cult and restricts this 

phenomenon to a hundred year period. We would take 
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exception w5.th the declaration that the $Jgolden age" ended 

with William James if Webster's definition of philosophy 

is taken as normative. In place of the foregoing assert ion, 

we offel:' the suggestion that philosophy's n golden age" came 

into full fruition with St. Thomas Aquinas ---that in 

Thomas "the study of the pl:'ocesses governing thought and 

conduct" achieved its fullest expression as a true con-

junction of faith (as the ultimate ground of conduct) and 
1 

l:'eason (as the ground and basis of thought), thereby 

effecting the most comprehensive treatment of metaphysical 

detel:'minis.m qua divine gratuity, and that all subsequent 

developments eitb.er directly or indirectly contributed to 

philosophy's degeneration into a wol:'d game. 

G. K. Chestel:'ton 1 s excellent pal:'aphrase of Thomas' 

answer to his critics (both past and present) states with 

b!'illiant clarity the Thomistic position on the conjunction 

of faith and l:'eason: 

11 To be bl:'ief ••• I do not believe that God meant 

man to exercise only that particular, uplifted 

and abstracted sort of intellect which you 

(my opponents) are so fortunate to possess: 

but I believe tbat there is a middle field of 

facts, which al:'e given by the senses to be 

1. Josef Pieper, Scholasticism (New York: Pantheon 
Books, 1960), p. 162. 
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the subject matter of the reason; and that in 

that field the reason has a right to rule, as 
2 

the representative of God in man." 

Stated as simply as possible, it is by no means self

evident to man that his rational-cognitive faculties rep-

resent an indwelling manifestation of God. This discovery, 

according to Thomas belongs to the "Praeambula Fidei" --

tr:e declaration that the acceptance o:f divine revelation 

by an act of fa:tth logically presupposes too knowledge that 

a God exists who is capable of revealing himself, knowledge 
3 

then which can be gained in abstraction from theology. 

Man thus, as an activity of body and soul together, has the 

ability to apprehend the particular and intuit the 

"potentially universal element contained implicitly wtthin 
4 

it=. Following in the tradition of Augustine 1 Thomas 

declares that there is a plurality of ideas in God since 

be knows each individual thing to be created and that this 

bas the character of an ''exemplary formt~ which may be known 

by the individual intellect in abstraction from the particu-
5 

lar which it apprehends (not in the Platonic sense of being 

2. G. K. Chesterton, St. Thomas Aquinas (London: Hodder 
and Stoughton, Ltd., Ig43) 1 p. 2~. 

3. Frederick Copleston, A History of Philosophy - Vol. 3 I 
Orew York: Image Books, !963) 1 p. 23. · 

4. Frederick Copleston, A rpstory of Philosoph~ -Vol.2 II 
(New York: Image Books, I~63), pp.I09-IIO. 

5. Copleston, v. 2, pp. 78-80. 
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a less perfect copy of the formal --- but in the Ar:i.s·tot ~1-

ian sense of the particular having within itself enough of 

the character of the universal to make it comprehensible 

to the intellect). 

John Duns Scotus may be considered to be the first 

c ontri but or to what Marl tain calls n the blackest stain on 
6 

philosophyn (a philosophy of existence without essence.) 

Anne Fremantle, employing a quotation from D.J.B. Hawkins' 

A Sketch of Me die val Phi los oph_l says: 

"Duns Scotus denied the dlstinction between 

essence and existence, because neither accounted 

for the individuality of real things ••• things 

(which) exhibit a principle of individuality, 

a thisness which is not reducible to any other 

factor. The singular adds an entity over and 

above the entity of the universal. consequently 

the apprehension of the universal is not the 

complete ground of an apprehension of the s ingu

lar adequate to the whole knowledge of the 
7 

singular.t~~ 

In this same volume there is a further quote from Father 

Christopher Devlin, who ingeniously compares the mind in 

Thomas to tr a limpid and motionless pool in which both the 

6. Jacques Maritain, Existence and the Existent (New 
York: Image Books, 1956), p. 15. ·~ 

7. Anne Fremantle, The AJ!,e of Belief (Poston: Houghton 
Mifflin co., 1955), p:Is3. 
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nature of the surrounding objects and. the movements of the 

heavens can be clearly discerned" until Scotus raised the 

complaint "that the pool fails to represent ••• the secret 

entrance and. exit by which there is a continual influx and 

drawing off of the water without which it could not remain 
8 

fresh and sweet." Tbe human soul then "is not co-extensive 

with reason and understandingt1 but finds that its intellect

ual powers have been extended to the fullest yet without 
9 

satisfaction until a "higher faculty is brought into play11
• 

Thomas and Scotus are also at variance in their treat-

ment of the powers of the soul. .Aquinas places the intell-

ect's quest for the true to be a prior and nobler concern 
10 

than tbe will desiring beatitude. The intellect is con-

cerned with the apprehension of the good while the will is 

concerned with the special empirical forms assumed by this 

good J-1 However, consonant with his more transitory conception 

of the activity of the soul, Scotus reverses Thomas' order 

and states that it is the will which is ever directed toward 

the good as such while the understanding (intellect) has to 
12 

show in What the good consists in a particular case. 

8. Ibid., pp. 181-182. 

9. Ibid. 

10. 

ll. 

12. 

l2ae, Q,. 110, Art. 2 

Wilhelm Windleband, A History _yf Philosoph! - I 
(New York: Harper & Brothers, i958), p. 33 • 

Ibid. 
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Scotua' loudest objection to Thomas lies with the latter's 

declaration that the mind (soul) only nknows" in abstraction 

from the avenues of sense impression --- that, outside of 

divine reve la ti on, the soul is dependent upon these vehicles 

for its apprehension of tbe external world from which it 

then may abstract and perceive the inherent formal or univer

sal character infused in a gi.ven thing by God. Scotus sees 

an inconsist~ncy in Thomas' analysis insofar as (according 

to Scotus) dependance on an organ of sense infers a bondage 

to tl:e organ. In fact, he goes so far as to say, in true 

Platonic fashion, that the best argument for the immortality 

of the human soul may be drawn from the intellect's independ-
13 

ence of a corporeal organ. In an articulate restatement 

and refinement of the classic Franciscan position Scotus by

passed the reality of the natural creation itself, and there-
14 

by took away the certainty of man's cognition of it. Like 

Karl Barth's resounding 8 Nein°, Scotus answers Thomas by 

asserting that what faith tells us about God's work or re

demption and grace can in no way be made intelligible to 

reason because •there is no rational argument for those 

things that belong to faith" (ad ea, quae fidei aunt, ratio 
15 

demonstrative haberi non potest). Thus, in an attempt 

op.oit. 
13. Copleston,IV. 2, pp. 265-26'7. 

14 • Pie pe r, p • 146 • 

15. Ibid., pp. 142-143. 
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antedating the 'J\Teo-Orthodo:x: movement by s orne 600 years 1 

Scotus sought to protect the holiness and transcendence of 

God but, in doing so, struck the fDrst blow which would 

eventually discredit the scholastic synthesis and thereby 

divide what was a conjunctive unity of faith and reason 

into a realm of faith and a realm of uintelligible reason". 

The final blow which sealed the demise of scholastic 

synthesis was not thrust by Scotus, but by a younger Pran-

ciscan brother named William of Oakham. In the same spirit 

as Duns Scotus ("because God is absolutely free, everything 

16 

17 
tr1at he does arrl effects has the character of non-necessity"). 

Oakham laid great stress on the Christian doctrines of divine 

omnipotence and liberty. Fe deemed these doctrines unsafe 

unless tbe Greek not ion of the metaphysic of essences could 
18 

be eliminated from Christian theology. Ironically, the 

arguments be uses to protect Christian theology from Greek 

contamination sound deceptively like the Greek philosopher 

Carneades, whose logic impelled him to say the existence of 

God is by no means self-ev:i..dent and tb9refore defies reason-
19 

able proof. When Aquinas spoke of the objectivity of real 

species and essences in the mind of God, Scotus countered 

by saying what Thomas considered "real" distinctions in 

essences or universals were merely "formar• in character. 

16. Ibid., p. 145. 

17 • 1!?.!3.. , p. 140 • 

18. Copleston, ..Y...:.!2, p. 61. 

20 

19. Bertrand Russe 11, A History of Western Philosoph! 
New York: Simon & Schuster 1945), pp.23!3. 

20. .!E!£ ., p. 62. 
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Oakham, however, in his insistence to protect the purity of 

Christian doctrine 1 repudiated the conception of "Divine 

Ideasn because God would then be limited in his creative act 
21 

by the eternal ideas or essences. 

It is precisely within William's jealousy to protect 

God's infinitude, omnipotence and transcendance, that he 

·unwittingly becomes the founding father of the totally 

a-metaphysical modern t'word game". While this would not be 

the proper place to go into profuse detail concerning 

Williams' logic, two of his most salient points should be 

considered --- the first of which being the power of God 

(the conception of the divine Fiat) and the second being 

the integrity and comprehensibility of the individual thing 

which is perceived (the notion of Absolutism). 

In his protection of God's 11 otherness"', William begins 

with an analysis of Thomas' five proofs fol' t be existence 

de!'ivative f!'om expel'ience and arrives at the judgment that 

these al'guments may be "probable" but not certain because 
22 

they are not logically conclusive. The proof fl'om motion 

is deemed inconclusive because we cannot establish with 

certainty that A is the cause of B in any other way than 

actual experience; the proof fl'om finality also is rejected 

because it cannot be proven that individual things act 

for ends which justify God's existence (o.t- 1 in other wol'ds, 

to prove a teleological cha.t-acter in the wo.t-ld); the pl'oof 

21. Ib5.d. I p. 93. 

22. Ibid., pp.93-94. 
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from efficient cause also meets the sa~re fate because 

"it cannot be proved by ths natural reason tJ:1.E.t God is the 

immediate efficient cause of all things, but also that it 

cannot be proved that God is the mediate eff:i.cient cause 

of any effect"-, the proof from infinite regression of 

causes is also dispensed with because you would have to 

presuppose God*s existence which clearly may not be done 

in actual experience. To be brief, it is impossible to 

know God as an immediate and sole term of the act of know-

ing; furthermore, it is impossible to know God in his simplic

ity; finally God may only be known in a connotative way 

(principally tbrough the traditional Via Nega_;~iva developed 
23 

by the Pseudo-Dionys ius and John Scotus. 

Continuing his effort to protect the prerogatives of God, 

William goes so far as to state that God .could produce in us, 

if he so desired, the intuition of a non-existent object as 

well as eliminating the mediation of any given secondary 
24 

cause if this were his pleasure. Fe remains consistant 

as he transposes his theological presuppositions over into 

the area of ethics. According to William, God can do or 

will anything that does not involve logical contradiction. 

Whereas ':Phomas states WJ it is due to God that created things 

should fulfil whatever his wisdom and his will ordains and 
25 

that they should manifest his goodness'"~', William declares 

23. Ibid., p. 98. 

24. Ibid., pp.76-77. 

25. I.Q.21, Art. 1 
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that adultery and fornication may not be legitimate parts 

of the moral order simply for the fact t}:l..at God has forbidden 

them --- thus the ultimate reason behind any given moral law 

is not from a necessity on the part of the giver but purely 
26 

on the basis of divine fiat. Yet, interestingly, William 

warns against license in the man-to-man encounter because 
2'7 

it is contrary to "right reason•1
• Thus 1 be appears to 

deliniate between the activity of divine inauguration and 

affairs on the human level. One almost gets the feeling that 

he is reading the •two kingdom" ethic in which man is both 

saint and political animal simultaneously. Josef Pieper 

describes this tendency in William as •a paradoxical 

dichotomy which became a virtual model for the period follow-

ing him• a paradox which demanded the appropriation by 

faith of the divine fiat while submitting to the guldance of 
28 

ttrlght reason". 

The second area in which William left his indel(ible 

mark upon philosophy concerned the determlbati on of the 

part :tcular and the un i versa 1. Fe l:'e je c t s the mode rate 

realism of Aquinas, who saw the universal individuated in 

existence in favor of a position sounding deceptively like 

that of David Hume. lf\filliam apprehends in particular some 

single objects intuitively Ol:> abstractly (caused by the object--

2 6 • C op lest on, V • 3, p • 11 '7 • 

2'7. lbJ-.~-~ p. 119. 

28. Pieper, p. 145. 
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or by a predisposition from a former act). nA second act 

produces universal~ and second intentions (something not 
1t, 

left there before/is left behind in imaginatlve faculty 
29 

mediated by the intuitive cognition of parti.cular sensation)". 

However, William is extremely careful not to equate this with 

the object being perceived (as does 'l'homas, who states tbat 

all human cognition is of the universal insofar as the mater-
30 

ial object in abstraction constitutes the universal) but 

considers it to be na predisposition inclined to imagine a 
31 

previously sensed object". He denies the Thomistic notions 

of "superintelligibility~' and 11 suba1.stence" in his epistemol

ogy by stating that nthere is no unitary, unvaried or simple 

thing in tbe multiplicity of singular things nor in any kind 

of created individuals, together and at the same time --

(therefore) since the universal and the singular are numer

ically~ --- one does not include a greater plurality 
32 

intrinsic t 0 things than does t re other". 

However, tre notion of the un5.versal is by no means dis-

carded. William appropriates this concept into his logical 

system in an albeit subordinate pos:i.tion. He bypassed Scotusr 

29. William of Ockham, "The Individual and the Uni versal't, 
Treasury of _!l'~l_os o_p_b] ed. Dagobe rt D. R.unes (New 
York: PhfiOsophical Library, 1955) 1 p. 872. 

30. Copleston, V.2, p. 109. 

31. Ockha~, op.cit., p.872. 

32. Ibid., p.874. 
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*'Objective-forms.P' distinction dilemma simply by asserting 

that it was of no major consequence --- and in much the 

same spirit declared that the notion of a universal was 

also of secondary importance because it is to be considered 

merely as an act of understanding --- a way of conceiving or 
33 

knowing real things. Copleston assesses Oakham's position 

as hav5_ng the tendency to split the world up into "absolutes" 

--- distinct entities which are wholly dependent on the fiat 
34 

of God and between which there is no necessary connection. 

It is precisely within this mentality that William is the 

last creature in tl:e old aeon and the harbinger of things to 

come. All who had preceded lliam held that the creature 

bad a real relation to God though God's relation to the 

creature was mental. This was deemed impossible by Oakham's 

"Absolutism" in which relations are capable of analysis only 

when consistent of two existing "absolutes". V'ihi le we affirm 

by faith that God created and conserves his creatures, he 

is (in modern parlance) •'wholly other" and in no way must 
35 

admit to a necessary relation. As his predecessors spoke 

of knowing man only as he was subsistent to God, William 

spoke in disapproval insofar as this would relegate the 

study of the wol:'ld and its creatures to an infel:'iol:' position. 

33. Copleston, V.3, p.69. 

34. Ibid., p.so. 

35. Ibid., p.8l. 
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But if the individual thing is deemed an *' absolute 11 it may 
36 

be studied without any reference to God. By this declara-

tion, William was the first to throw open the myriad of 

''absolute•1 things which constituted the "world" to what later 

would be known as scientific investigation. 

Were we to assess the results of Oakham's attack within 

the totality of our study on what might be considered a 

scholastic ism of a "golden age••, we would acknowledge a logic 

whose universal class concept need no existential import be

cause it is simply a '"term" to de scr1be a c onglomorate of 

individual things, an ethic which for all intenstve purposes 

might exist autonomous of any metaphysical foundation, and 

an embryonic empiricism seeing an integrity open to investi

gation once again free of any presupposition of metaphysics. 

Yet, we must remember that alllthis was undertaken by Wllliam, 

not because he was a village atheist or an intellectual 

agnostic, but because he was a devout Franciscan who desired 

to free tbe statements of faith from the danger of philo

sophical contamination. One cannot help but wonder if 

William's reaction to those who championed his use of the 

ttrazor" and elaborated his empiricism wltbout acknowledging 

his dependence on a free and omnlpotent God would not be the 

same as that of Paul Tillioh when he was told by the radio al 

theologians that be had fathered the ndeath-of-God" movement? 

William of Oakham had remained loyal to the Franciscan 
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tradition as be laid utmost stress on "knowingn God directly 

without recourse to the sensible world by attempting to show 

the futility of such activity. The only questions which re

main to plague theological inquiry to the present day is the 

legitimacy of the disjunction of faith and reason and wJ:-etber 

this bifurcation is to be lauded or scandalized 1 and does 

this not, in fact 1 represent a m:tsunderstanding of what we 

have defined as proper metaphysical determinism by having 

inherent within it an incipient desire to flee from the 

created world wh:tch the Bible tells us legitimately mirl:'ors 

the personality of God in favor of some highel:' gnosis? The 

period of the Reformation, to which our present chapter has 

sel:'ved as a prelude, will mil:'rol:' in even sharper relief the 

"afterglow" of the golden age of philosophical-theological 

expression with an emancipated vitality colored w:tth a 

very slight, but ever present, tear of le.ment. 
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C~P~R IV-- T~nAMOOORO 

When William of Ockbam decla~ed that "absolutely nothing 

could be p~oved about God in the light of natural reason, not 
1 

even his existence", be, fo~ all intensive purposes, left 

reason a at~ange~ on the sho~e while faith cast itself out to 

sea liberated from the concrete material world. In the words 

of Gilson, the late Middle Ages was "called upon to witness 

the total w~eck of both scholastic philosophy and scholastic 

theology as tbe neceasa~ upshot of the final divorce of 

reason and revelation". To substantiate his argument, he 

points to the Imitation of Christ of Thomas a Kempia as a 

"late media val protest against the vanity of all philosophy" 

especially when the latte~ decla~es "I am he who exalteth in 

a moment the humble mind, to comprehend more reasonings of 

the ete~nal truth than if one had studied ten years in the 
2 

schools". The Christians caught in the wake of the schol-

astic disintegration, and equally disenchanted with the 

traditional forms of F~anciacan mysticism, sought refuge in

stead in an embryonic pragmatism which emphasized what they 

envisioned to be a p~actioal and workable C~~istian life. 

One particular express ion of this type of experiment was 

1. Etienne Gilson, Reason and Revelation inthe Middle 
AgeS (New Yo~k: Charles Scribners' Sons, 1938, 
pp. 6-88. 

2. ~·~ pp.88-89. 
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the "B~eth~en of the Common Life" among whose students and 

adhe~ents was a young man named Deside~ius E~asmus who 

epitomized in his wo~k the battle c~y "away with philosophy 
3 

and back to the Gospel". Such motivation, bo~ne by an 

honest dissatisfaction with what was deemed to be a~holastic 

house or ca~ds, and coupled by a ~ecently invented p~inting 

p~ess, laid the foundation ro~ what many conside~ to be the 

~e-discove~ of the Bible and what we may conside~ the 

co~~esponding ~e-disoove~y of the Heb~aio thought-wo~ld 

which had long lay subo~dinate to the G~eek. 

All the afo~menti oned facto~ a, given the added impetus 

or an incipient nationalism, p~epa~ed the stage fo~ the 

sUDeasful pe~fo~mance of a Ma~tin Luthe~ whe~ p~eviously a 

John Wyclif bad been posthumously condemned and his ashes 

cast to the winds and a Jan Hus bu~ned at the stake. As a 

child molded by all these va~ied influences, not the least 

or which was Oakham's "~azo~" and political theo~y whose 

bases we~e a vi~tual magna ca~ta r~om papal and empi~e dom

ination, Luthe~ effected what many mode~n schola~• now call 
4 

a "Cope~nican Revolution". Philip s/watson, one or those 

schola~a holding to the "Cope~nican Revolution" exp~ession, 

contends that ~eligious fo~mulae long bound in an anth~o

pooent~io, egooent~ic vocabula~y (due to an excessive 

dependence on the faculty or ~eason)we~e in tu~n r~eed by 

3. Ibidl, pp.90-92. 

4. Philip s. Watson, Let God Be G'od (Philadelphia: 
The Muhlenbe~g P~ess, l947}, p. 33. 
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Luther with his corresponding emphasis on the divine 
5 

initiative. Firmly within the Ookhamist tradition, Luther 

sees me11 "serving God for His own sake, simply because He 

is God" without any thought of (anthropocentric) "ethical 
6 

attainments". He evidences a further consistency with 

post-Thomast·ttc opinion when., in his exegesis of Isaiah 9:1-6 1 

he declares that "the prophet rejects the natural light of 

reason, ahowing it to be mere darkness: for if we had light 

within ourselves., the Gospel need never have shone upon us. 
7 

Light illumines, not light., but darloess." Reaaon is further 

seen as "belonging to the flesh --- and so blind that it can 

neither see nor know the things of God" and is, in the last 
8 

analysis {as Frau Hulda) equated with "arrogance". 

It would be intriguing to conjecture the response of 

Luther if he understood Aquinas' treatment of the "pr~a'mbula 

fidei" in Book I of Summa Contra Gentiles as well as he 

proported to understand the critics who followed Thomas. 

Luther declared reason to be an ineffectual organ of know

ledge in the "spiritual kingdom" and saw instead the only 

5. Ibid • ., p. 34. 

6. Ibid. I p. 46. 

7. B. A. Gerrish, Grace and Reason -A Study In the 
Theologz of' Luthiir (London: Oxford University Press., 
1962 ' .. p. 12 • 

8. Ibid., pp. 18-19. 
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9 
reliable guide to be tb& revealed Word of God. Althou~h 

we would be quick to admit that Thomas and Luther arrive 

eventually at markedly diffei'ent conclusions, eould not 

their initial premises be considered virtually identical? 

Even though Thomas' theology draws him to a conclusion in 

which he describes "science" as "assensua to reason" and 

"faith" as "as sensus to revelation" and the fur the i' dec lara

t ion that "faith" and "so ienoe" are two dist inot a pee 1e s of 
10 

knowledge, a pi'olegomenon seeing Revelation as "a self-

sufficient and self-contained oi'dei' of truth, whese ultimate 

foundation is divine authority alene and not the natui'al 
11 

light of reason" contains nothing inherently within it to 

which Luther could object. 

B. A. Gei'rish, in his study Grace and Reason - A study 

in the Theology of Luther, is quick to point out that Lutbe i'' s 

misgiving concerning any conjunction of faith and reason is 
12 

inexplicably tied to his ethic of the two kingdoms. "The 

Eri'or of the Schools", insofar as Luther was concerned, lay 

in tm confusion of' tl:ese two kingdoms ("oommiscuex unt 

politioa cum eoclesiasticus") or, expressed in yet anotbel" 

9. Ibid., p. 20. 

10. Gilson, op. cit., pp.72-'73. 

11. Ibid., p. '78. 

12. Gerrish, p. 8. 
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way, "the error of the sophists ia that they substitute 
13 

civil righteousness for Christian righteousness". Might it 

not be that, at this point, William of Ockham 1 s emphasis on 

the independence of temp~al power, as contrasted to the 

traditional notion of the "Civitas Dei" being ad hoe to the 

"Civitas Hominibus", and his insistence that the people be 
14 

free to settle their own :f'onn of government, cause a sense 

of confused loyalty within Luther and thereby produce this 

element of 1nconsist~ncy? Even though he would repudiate 

~ny notion of an analog!a entia by declaring that "the 

natural know ledge of God is wholly God-given", Luther make 1 

what Watson calls a "concession" to ths traditional theologia 

natural1s by assuming a priority o:f' this natural knowledge in 

aasessing that "thetoe could be no religion without it" nor, 
15 

for that matter, "any atogument about God himself". Though 

the Image o:f' God be desttooyed (Solid Declaration I, 10), man, 

with all his powetoa, including reason, has aome knowledge of 
16 

God. The "light of gtoace", declares Luther, by no means 
1'7 

extinguishes the "light of reason". 

13. Ibid., pp.'73-'74. 

Watson sums up this 

14. Copleston, A Histotoy of Philosophy- Volume 3, op.cit., 
pp. 130-131. 

15. Watson, p. 84. 

16. Mat-tin Lutter, A Commenta;:y on St. Paul's Epistle to 
the Galatians. ea. Erasmus Middleton (London,18o'7),p.213. 

17. Watson, p.87. 
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difficulty by eying that "when Luther decries !'eason, be is 

not attacking the faculty of logical thought --- but is 

attacking the use men make of this faculty in matte!'s pertain-
18 

ing to religion". In summary of Luther, we would not verge 

too far into error abould we say (with due cognizance of the 

intellectual and political milieu in which Luther labored) 

that his intent was to underscore a notion of ain as !'adieal 

rebellion instead of variance from a norm, and, in so doing, 

paint the ante fidem and post fidem states of man in bolder 

relief than evan Thomas had done. 

We now progress from the rhapsodic inconsistency of 

Luther to the monumental, almost symphonic byperconsistenoy 

of John Calvin. At the expense of a mixed metaphor we may 

furtber compare these two giants by likening the theology of 

Luther to an "impressionist" painting which must be studied 

from every possible angle to determine all the intricacies of 

form and coloration while Calvin, with the aplumb of a classi

cal painter, presents a schema which may be awesomely compre

hensive to the eye but immediately apparent tot he mind and 

spirit as something lacking any dark stops open to interpreta

tion. Reinhold Niebuhr, in the first volume of The Nature 

and Destiny of Man, provides for us some helpful insights to 

this contrast between Luther and Calvin by portra~lng the 
} 

former as being caught up in a passionate crusade to "re-estab

ligh the Augustinian doctrine of original sin against the semi

Pelagianism of Catholicism that all his interpretations of the 

18. Ibid., pp.88. 
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Image of God are colored by his eagerness to prove, ·whatever 
19 

the Image is 1 it is now lost". Niebuhr accuses Luther of 

being "so inexact that his thought is not very helpful in 

interpreting the real import ofthe Christian conception of the 
20 

Image of God". He concludes his critique by saying that 

Luther veers dangerously close 1 because of the theological 

emphases he is jealous to protect, to "obscuring insights 
21 

into the dimension and the structure of the human spirit". 

Gaunt, phlegmatic Calvin appears to be the utter anti

thesis of the bombastic Luther (at least in the assessment of 

Erik Erikson and John Osborne) who blunders forth a theolog

ical pronouncement only to be forced to bite his lip and 

offer copious qualification. The Instltutes of the Christian 

Religion may be justifiably accused of having a literary style 

barely superior to a metropolitan telephone directory, com

pared to the almost Boccaccio quality of Luther, yet never 

does the reader doubt the argumentative direction in which he 

is being taken nor fail to appreciate the theological fabric 

which is being woven before his eyes. Unlike his German 

counterpart, who had to resort to allowing the legitimacy of 

the human reason enter via the rear door once he had success-

fully barricaded the front 1 Calvin begins his study of the 

nature of man by declaring that since the beginning of the 

world there has never been anyone "totally destitute 

19. Niebuhr, op.cit ., p. 160. 

20. ~., p.l61. 
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of religion, it is a tacit confession, that some sen.se of 
22 

Divinity, is inscribed on every heart." Calvin, in fact, 

~oes so far as to say "the worship of God is --- the only 

thing whieh renders men superior to the brutes, and makes 
23 

them aspire to immortality." It is within this eontext 

that Calvin first departs with what we have implicitly de

fined as Luther's "frontal" position, when he declares "that 

seed, w hich is impossible to eradicate, a sense of the 

existence of a Deity, yet remains; but it is so corrupted as 
24: 

to produce only the worst of fruits". As be precedes to 

"God's Manifestation in the World", Calvin (as Luther) 

harkens back to Thomas (as opposed to Oakham) when he states 

"God's essence indeed is incomprehensible, so that his 

Majesty is not to be perceived by the human senses; but on 

all his works he hath inscribed his glory in characters so 

clear, unequivocal, and striking, that the most illiterate 

and stupid cannot exculpate themselves by a plea of ignor-
25 

ance". Calvin thus joins Thomas and Luther in saying that 

man bas a due sense of metaphysical determinism by seeing 

God active in the effects of nature and cultural intercourse 

in comparison to a thinly veiled quasi-Platonism with its 

22. John Calvin, A ComEend of the Institutes of the 
Christian Religion, ed. Hugh T. Kerr (Philadelphia, 
The westminster Press, 1939), p.7. 

23. Ibid., p.B. 

24:. ~-

25. Ibid. I p. 10. 
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alte~nate illumination theo~ies. Howeve~, the cont~ast be

tween Calvinand Thomas --- and Calvin and Luthe~, especially 

when conf~onted with a doct~ine of ubiquity and an explana

tion of the Lo~d's Suppe~, would be a voluminous study in 

' and of itself. "Reason", in Calvin's wo~ds, is deemed to be 

"a nat~al talent (incapable of being) totally dest~oyed, but 

is pa~tly vitiated so that it exhibits nothing but defo~mity 

arxl ~uin --- some spa~ks e ont inue to shine in the nat~e of 

man, even in its eo~~upt and degene~ate state, which p~ove 

him to be a ~ational c~eatu~, and diffe~ent f~om the b~utes 
26 

because be is endued with unde~standing". 

In a ce~tain sense Luthe~ and Calvin put fo~th a ~efine

ment to what we p~eviously defined as the fullest flowe~ of 

metaphysical dete~mlnism which we have epitomized in the 

Thomistic synthesis, yet in an equally ~al sense butt~essed 

the "mode~n way" set in motion by William of Ockham. Both 

figul'es admit a knowledge of Goo t~ough his effects, wbethe~ 

they be called 11 mi~~o~ of his wo~ks" o~ the "la~va dei", yet 

would hesitate to postulate a metaphysic of essences as does 

Thomas. Wbe ~e Aqui.nas put fo~th an object i Yity of ~eal 

species and essences, only to have Ockbam ~epute such an ob

jectivity as a non-C~iatian invention with no place in 
27 28 

Ch~istianity, Luthe ~ deYised a "kingdom on the left" in 

which a sense of civil ~ighteousness was enti~ely possible 

26. Ibid., p. 48. 

27. 

28. 

Copleston, Vol. 3, Pa~t I, pp.62-63. 

Luthe~'s Wo~ks, Philadelphia Edition, III, 
pp.2~4-i57. 
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without any apparent notion of God, and Calvin a humanity, who, 

when confronted by GOd's effects chose in his depravity to 

•set up dreams and phantasms of our own brains; and confer 

on them the praise of righteousness, wisdom, goodness and 
29 

power, due to him". Thomas 1 metaphysic of essences 

issued forth directly from his "praembula fidei" (which 

Copleston defines as "the acceptance that divine revelation 
30 

logically presupposes the knowledge that God exists") and 

was rudely taken to task by the logic of Oakham. Since, in 

the estimate of William, no cogent proof could be offered 

fOi' the existence of God, theology and philosophy must by 
31 

necessity be considered autonomous disciplines. Theology, 

as Ockbam envisioned it., by its very character is restricted 
. 32 

to "concepts about God" bearing little or no relation to 

his secularity which antedated Cox's utopia by some six 

hundred and fifty years. 

Luther and Calvin both acknowledged a praembula fidei., 

though not directly employing such an expression, while 

witnessing at first hand the decisive effect of Oakham's 

"razor" on the secular beard. A justifiable emphasis on a 

notion of radical sin was deemed a necessary corrective to 

what the Reformers considered a one-sided interpretation of 

29. Calvin., p. 12. 

30. Copleston, op.cit ., p. 23. 

31. Ibid., 

32. Ibid., p. 99. 
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the theological doot.ri.ne of Man. This emphasis oaus ed a 

yet further emphasis on the reason's inability to function 

without the presupposition of faith. All these factors, 

coupled with a seoula.r world con of age, provided a su.r

prisingly .receptive audience for the Reformers --- an 

audience seeking an autonomous national state, autonomous 

logical and scientific methodologies, and ulth1ately a man 

who fancies himself to be autonomous of God. 
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CHAPTER V --- TEE AGE OF REASON 

Caivin, as he spoke of the self-evident quality of 

the "clear representations given by God in the mirror of 

his works", seemed more than mildly disturbed when he 

said, "in the present day, the~ are many men of monstrous 

dispositions, who ••••• w111 not say that they are dis

tinguished from the brutes by chance; but they ascrtbe it 

to nature, which they consider as the autho.t' of all things, 
1 

and .t'emove God out of sight". The fact that t:OO .t>efo.t>mer 

could apeak of "many men of monat.t>ous dispositions" would 

p.t'ovide better than a slight indication of the secular 

world's app.t>opriation of the "Via Moderna" even at the 

beginning of the 16th century. A further indication of 

the changing temperament to which the Christian apologist 

was fo.t'ced to address himself can be seen in the work of 

Phillip MelancbtiDn, who served as Calvin's counte.t'part in 

the Lutheran camp. Melanchtitom attempted to infuse a 

sagging Thomism wi tb a new viab1.1i ty by dec lin lng that 

"divine revelation is addressed to the reason and the 

intellect" because 1 t is solely within the nature of this 

add.t>ess that "man is separated from the beast". He 

firmly places himself within the t.t'adition of Thomas in 

1. C a 1 vi n , op. c 1.~ • , p • 11. 
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contrast to Scotus and Oakham by seeing the priority of 

intellect to will within the mechanics of the salvatory 
2 

process. 

The post-reformat ion era may be we 11 class lfied as 

an almost frantic attempt to maintain tbe integrity of 

a "praembula fidei" in a world which deemed itself 

sufficiently come of age that it no longer felt logically 

compelled to consider Genesis 1:1 as a prime axiom. It 

must be admitted at the same time, albeit ironically, 

th.at genuine religious motivations contributed to this 

movement of emancipation. Ockham's logic sought to pro

tect tbe severe ignty of God while Luther's two kingdom 

ethic attempted to render human life intelligible after 

his merciless assault on a semi-Pelagianism --- yet 

both t:te nominalist logic and the two kingdom ethic in

advertently found themsel~s appropriated by those without 

the church as well as within. Ian Barbour, in his prev

iously cited work, points out quite incisively just bow 

these religious concel:"ns illumined the path for an autono

mous science. Science l:"eacted to institutional religion 
3 

by proporting an "interest in nature fol:" its own sake". 

2. 

3. 

Jaroslav Pelikan, From Luther to Kierke,aard 
(St.Louis: Concordia Publishing ~ouse,950),p.28. 

Barbour, op.cit., p. 45. 
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Here incip:t.ent science repud:t.ated what Paul Till:t.ch 

calls the "ontological pr:t.noiple (in wh:t.ch) •••• man :t.s 

:t.mrnediately aware of someth:t.ng unconditional which :t.s 

the prius of the separation and interaction of subject 
4 

and object 1 theoretically as well as practically". Tben 1 

as now 1 the Scientist, in refusing to admit a praembula 

f:t.dei or metapbys:t.cal determinism, simply harkens back to 

Ockham's log:t.c in see:t.~ a transcendent first cause as 

being irrelevant and unnecessary when one could posit an 

infinite regression of fin:t.te causes with equal facility. 

The second and th:t.rd contributions of religion to 

the growth of sc~.ence 1 according to Barbour, are not so 

much reaction to a posit ion of faith as they are an actual 

agreement in principle. Barbour states "the doctrine of 

creation implies that the details of nature can be known 
5 

only by observ:t ng them". One need only turn to the prev-

iously cited paraphrase of Thomas by G. K. Chesterton 

to realize bow deeply imbued such a sentiment had become 

in theological express:t.on whether it be the "mirror" of 

Calvin or the "mask" of Luther. Yet, without the preamble 

4. Paul Tillich 1 TheolOEI of Culture (New York: 
Oxford UniversitY Press 1959) 1 'p"';. 22. 

5. Barbour, p. 46. 
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of faith which p~esupposes a subsistent identity in God, 

such obse~vation eme~ges little mo~e than the empi~ical 

investigation of cause and effect. The final cont~ibu

tion, which Ba~bou~ classifies as "an affirmative atti-
6 

tude towa~d natu~e" suffers a similar fate as the one 

p~ecediqg it. While st. Francis and st.Thomas see an in

he~ent inte~ri ty in natu~, they are quick to point out 

that a preamble of faith is necessary in a Creator to 

preclude a deification of eithe~ nature or tm method by 

which it is studied. Once a~ain, if one omits the 

initial premise of God he must be willing to accept the 

~1sk of a positivism which can produce an unbridled optim

ism or an inexo~able despair (which we shall witness later 

in our study). 

If we may uread between tl::e lines" of the theologians 

of tbe period we may grasp tl::e tbl:'eat scientific method

ology posed to the church. The orthodox fat he~ Hollaz 

appeared to be suff'iciently a~itated at this growing men

tality that he ~efused to accept the classical position 

that tbe~e is nothing in the intellect which i a not f i~s t 

in the senses. When Hollaz speculated concernin~ a remnant 

of the divine image which persisted after the Fall, he 
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quickly obse.t>ved that such a .t>emnant would not be dependent 
'7 

upon tllne senses. The tl:'aditional al:'gument and l:'ationale 

f01' t l:e mast noto.t>ious p.t>oduot of the centu.t>y following the 

RefQ.t>mation, the ve.t>b.ally 1nel:'.t>ant Bible, as one of a 

neoessar,r eounte.t>ela1m to Papal infallibility may well 

me.t>it close!' sc.t>utiny if we be sufficiently cognizant of 

the g.t>owtb of scientific methodology. While the Roman 

Chu.t>ob had a definite polemical instrument in its venerable 

tradition, it would be well to remember that the infalli

bility oft he historical pontificate was not officially 
8 

dogmatized until 18'70. The doct.t>ine of plenary inspira-

tion, which had an effect tantamount to turning the wit

ness of Gc:d 's aoti vi ty into a sac.t>al reo ipe book, created 

a source of ultimate authority serving as a Protestant 

appositive to tbe Pope --- but which, in effect, created 

a counterclaim to a pervading empiricism. Werner Elert, 

one of the most oomprehens:i.ve histo.t>ians of the Reforma

tion period, ascribes this phenomenon as growing out of 

tbe fear that the "possibility that doubt as to the relia

bility of the Biblical witness (by exposing them to the 

sans rigors of methodology) endangers faith". If' a 

rr. qp.cit. 
Pelikan/ p. 66. 

Jal:'oslav Pelikan, Luther the Ex~ositor (St.Louis: 
Concordia Publishing House, 1§5 ), p. '73. 

s. 
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doctrine of inspiration were evolved leavin,!; God the 

sole author of Scripture, the Bible would contain only 

•words of Gcd" and the.t>efore, by definition, "bindin~ 
9 

doctrinen. 

The inerrant Bible, as an apologet io device, was 

more than a mere antidote to Papal authority. It rep

resented an attempt to place the validity of the Christian 

witness on a newer and more secure foundation after its 

earlier bases were, as we have seen in Barbour's summary, 

preempted by forces outside the religious community. 

However, it contained within it certain incipient dangei's 

which it a adherents have ne vei' sue cess fully been able to 

defend. The "Paper Pope" of the orthodox pei'iod allowed 

himself, albeit inadvei't~ntly, to be allied with Oakham's 

nominalistic logic insofar as it assigned this infalli

bility to the realm of faith and in so doing (in 

Copleston's words) "snapped the link between metaphysics 
10 

and theology" by assigning to fa1th an absolutely supreme 

truth capable of apprehension without the mediation of the 

sensible world. While such a mentality by no means was the 

9. Werner Elert, The Structure of Luthe.Nanism 
(St. Louis: Concordia PUblishing House, 1962), 
p. 108. 

10. Copleston, Vol. 3, Part I, p. 24. 
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major factor in the development of philosophical ideal

ism, it would be erroneous were we not to admit the in

fluence it wielded especially on a Lutheran Kant or Hegel. 

This same depreciation of the knowledge offered by the 

sensible world is not without its dangers. Gustaf Aulen 

points to just such a danger in a verbal inspiration 

doctrine when he says "that it degrades the act o.f God 

in Christ. The event of Christ loses its dominant pos

ition; it is no longer the standard by which everything 

is measured, or the divining rod which guides us to the 
11 

spri~s of living water." While we would not dispute 

the implications of Aulen's argument at this point, we 

would simply wonder if the plenary inspiration of the 

Bible as an apologetic device does not do violence to the 

central affirmation around which all apology precedes --

the incarnation of God in human history. 

Such Protestant tendencies were not without parallel 

in Catbolocism. As early as th9 inception of the 15th 

century, a full bund!'ed years before the Refo!'mation, 

·Nicholas of Cusa decla!'ed God to be the "coincidentia 

oppositorum" which Copleston defines as "the synthesis of 

11. Gustaf Aulen, The Faith of t be Christ ian Church 
{Pbiladelpbh: The Muhlenberg Press, 1960), 
p. 68. 
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12 
opposites in e. unique and absolutely inflnite being". 

He continued to say that the lowest stage of human know

led~e was sense-pe~o&ptione.nd ~eason, thou~h qualita

tively higher in facility, could at best only "eonjectu~e• 

oonce~ning what it bas received. What ultimately is 

needed in Nicholas' system 1s H intelleotus" --- a supe~i or 

activity of the mind which reveals and makes comp~ebensible 
13 

what sense-pe~ception and discu~sive reason oabnot fathom. 

Such an incipient notion which (as the At:tgust ianian- Franc is

can illuminati on theories) ce.r~ie s w1 thin it mo~e than a 

mild suggestion of independence and autonomy of the mind 

was fated to unde~go a variety of expression and refine-

ment in future philosophical inqui~y. A child of Jesuit 

education, Rene Descartes, effected a thought ~evolution 

of no mean p~opo~tion when be decided (owing to the pe~ve.d

i~ scientific empi~icism) to doubt eve~ytbing that could 

be doubted, for to doubt, in a sense ~eminisoent of 
14 

Nicholas of Cuss., was to think. Salvation f~om complete 

12. 

13. 

14. 

.op.c it. 
Copleston.{Vol. 3, Pa~t II, p. 41. 

~., p. 43. 

Lewis White Beck, "Editors Introduction" as 
cited in Immanuel Kant, P~olegomene. To Any 
Futu~e Metapb~s!os {New Yo~K: The L!be~al 
Arts Press, 1 50), p. IX. 
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doubt came only from what Windleband calls his "Au~us

tinian argument of the Reality of the conscious nature 
15 

or essence" which enables him to retain his philosophic 

optimism as well as his "neo-Anselmic" proof for t he ex

istence of Goo. The per't'asive tendency which Windleband 

later calls "the mecbanistie despiritualisation of 
16 

nature", which was influential in molding the Car-tes1u 

system of Descartes, was instrumental as well in calling 

fo!'th a reaction fr-om a younger Catholic contemporary 

named Blaise Pascal. Paul Tillich lauds Pascal as the 

"fil'st existentialist" insofar as he represented a 

"protest against ••• man as object". This response of 

Pascal, in Tillieh's estimate, grew out of the admission 

that "r-eality as such has ceased being meaningful to 
1'7 

man•. Were we to place this r-emark within the context 

of the argument we wish to de't'elop, could we not say 

that what began as an incision by Ockham's razor into 

the classical express ions of the interdependence of 

15. Windleband, op.cit., Vol. II, p. 391. 

16. ~., p. 403. 

1'7. Paul Tillich, Tbeolo!:r of Culture, op.oit ., ·· 
p. 46. 
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philosophy and theology had now finally effected a 

co,plete seve~enee of the two? Metaphysical inqui~y no 

longe~ ret~ned by definition to a dictum of faith but 

~ather attempted to plumb the depths of what appea~ed 

to be, became of the dissemination of Newtonian physics, 

an autonomous, meehanis tie wo~ld machine. If one were 

to accept such a world view with complete credulity and 

still cling to a notion of a t~anseendent ffrst cause, he 

could postulate a machine designe~, as Foigny fi~st did 
18 

in hi.s book Te~re Austl:'ale connue publisl:.ed in 1676. 

This app~oaeh, known popula~ly as "De ism", l:'epudiates 

(in spite of its appar.-ent simila~ity to) the classical 

proofs for Gcd 1 s existence fol:' the vecy same reason that 

the facial features of Henry Fol:'d could not be inferl:'ed 

fl:'om obse.t>ving the fl:'ont end of a "Medel T". A deelal:'a

tion of faith in a fil:'st cause, a prime movel:' --- even 

if he should assume the benign demeanol:' of a little old 

watch maker --- still retained an aul:'a of intellectual 

respectability because too many dal:'k c orne!'s .t>emaine d 

in a god-autonomous cosmology for lack of sufficient 

altel'native theol:'ies to explain them. 

18. L. Charles Bil:'ch, Nature and God (London: 
s.c.M. Press, Ltd., !9~5), p. I3. 
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Perhaps the most inventive and comprehensive reaction 

to the tendencies of both Empiricism and Cartesiani!lm was 

embodied in the fi~ure of Immanuel Kant. Respondin~ to 

the inquiries of Descartes and the English Empiricist 

David Hume, Kant asked "whether such a thin~ as metaphysics 
19 

be even possible at all." "If (metaphysics) be a science", 

asks Kant, "how is it that it eannot, like other sciences, 

obtain universal and lastin~ reco~nition? If not, how can 

it maintain its pretensions, and keep the human mind in 
20 

suspense wi tb hopes never ceasing, yet never fulfilled?" 

He praises Hume for his attack on those who accept autono

mous reason as an almost reli~ious principle yet questioned 

ve~ critically Huns's conclusion which rendered reason 

"nothin~ but a bastard of ima~ination, impregnated by 
21 

experience". Having exposed the weaknesses in Descartes 

and Hume (within the limits of subjective tho~ht and ex

tension, and passive reception of sense perception wi tbout 

any verifiable necessa~ connection), Kant offered an 

19. Immanuel Kant 1 Prole~omena To Any Futul:'e 
Metarh;rsic s (New Yor .: The Libera! Arts Press, 
l950 1 p. 3. 

2 0 • .!!:!.!£ • 
21. Ibid., pp.5-6. 
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alternative to the legitimacy of metaphysical knowledge 

by attributing it to "pure understanding" and "pure 
22 

reason". Man thus did not perceive an extension of 

himself nor was he passively pelted with sense perceptions; 

he contained a prio.r-1 within himself the ability to foster 

order and coherence upon a separately existent external 

world. Kant believed, in much the same way as Chesterton's 

previously cited paraphrase of Thomas, "that there is a 

middle field of facts, which are given by the senses to 

be tb9 subject matter of the reasonn. 

A somewhat more unique .r-esponse to the dilemma 1m

posed on 1-eligious thought by "scientifism", insofar as 

it was the pl"oduct of a theologian, was given by Frd~drich 

Schleiermacher. Where Kant put fol"th subjective idealism 

employing "pure understanding" and "pure reason", 

Schleiel"macher advanced a notion of "feeling" --- the 

point in the human ego where "willing" and "thinking" are 

still one. It is tt the point of "feeling" that the Absolute 

or Divine is disclosed to man or, in the words of Emil 

Brunnel", this nmost individual and subjective element of 

our nature is the place wbel"e the pl"inc1ple behind the 
23 

world is revealed". Brunner continues in his assessment 

22. Ibid., p. 13. 

Emil Bl"unner, Tb9 PhiloSCJlhb of Religion (New Yo.rk: 
Charles Scribners' Sons, 1 37), p. 43. 

23. 
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by sayin~ that "br being identified with feeling, ~elig

ion attains an independent standing as mystical expe~ience 
24 

side by side with science and mo~ality". God is the~eby 

~emoved f~om the a~na of the sense-~eason debate by p~

supposing him within the ~ealm of an indefinable. Thou~h 

we would in no way depreciate the insight of Schleie~macbe~, 

we would only wonde~ if his attempt did not have virtually 

the same effect as the inerrant Bible of O~thodoxy and the 

little old watchmake~ of Deism by removing God f~om the 

field and placing him safely outside of the concerns which 

demand attention within the "secular" area of existence. 

Georg Hegel, in a sou~ce no longer available to the autho~, 

once took Schleiermacher to task by contending that his 

dog "felt" and he himself p~efe~red some alte~native claim 

to man's uniqueness. While Schleie~mache~'s ~eduction of 

the sense of God to the human synapses did relatively 

little to restore in man a cognizance of his metaphysical 

dete~minism which we have p~evious ly defined, insofa~ as 

it would lead to his meaningful integ~ation into and app~e

ciation of the physical world, it did ~ep~esent a decided 

advance ove~ t be fo~mulat ion of William Paley's Natu~al 

Theology which, though concur~ent with Schleie~macher (1802}, 

simply gave deism a Christian baptism. 

24. Ibid. -
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While the contingencies of scope and space once 

again limit ou~ t~eatment of the time following the Re

fo~mat ionand antedating tl::e publication of The O~igin of 

Species, we may ~ende~ sotm proYisional conclusions con

earning this pe~i'od. Once the conjunction of faith and 

reason as it was known in its classical sense had been 

shattered, it became incumbent to find a suitable and 

wo~kable substitute fo~ coherent thought in the separate 

~ealn:s of church and society. since the world no longer 

engaged in Thomas' "conversio ad phantasmagoria", no~ 

could it see any value in postulating Luther's two kingdoms 

when one would do veey nicely, neither was it imperative 

to seek out the effects of God in a natural order which 

functioned as a well-oiled machine, God ceased being the 

necessary initial premise and began being conslde.roed as 

an acc.roetion f.room a bygone day demanding little othe~ 

than polite veneration. Seve.roal unique attempts wetoe 

unde.rotaken to infuse this"inital p~emise" with a somewhat 

g~eatel:' meastll:'e of respectability --- not the least of 

. which we~e not ions of plenary inspirat_i on of the Bible, 

Cartesian and Proto-existential reactions to empiricism, 

attempts at en ~appo.rot with science through a deistic 

cosmology, a sub,ieotive idealism --- albeit st~ongly 

antbropocent~ic, and a "feeling" of the absolute. They all 
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shared one common trait insofar as they jealously strove 

to protect a uniqueness in t h9 human personality which 

set it qualitatively apart from the rest of nature. All, 

in add it ion, were furth9 r buttressed in their endeavor 

because those aforementioned dark places still remained 

in a God-autonomous cosmology. In the year 1837, a young 

man set sail on H.M.s. Beagle to engage himself in in

tensive biological study. While be was by no means the 

first to undertake such study, his work was destined to 

become an alternative source of light which illumined a 

secular cosmology to make the most potentially dangerous 

frontal attack upon traditional religious presuppositions. 
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CHAPTER VI: DARWI:l\T A:f\ID HIS CHILDREN 

The Bible -- the commendable film production of Dino 

de Larentis should be praised for its heroic attempt to 

present visually a litel:'al six day creation ism while at 

the same time paying due cognizance to generally accepted 

scientific theol:'y. The chal:'acteristic division of the 

watel:'s is pol:'trayed in the image of volcanic eruption as 

a concession to the geologist while organic life pl:'oceeds 

out of the primordial sea to placate the marine biologist. 

Howevel:', at the point of man's inclusion into the schema 
f of things, Genesis 1 proved to be a rather inflexible script. 

Contl:'al:'y to the pl:'edispositions of scientific opinion, man 

is metamorphasized befol:'e the viewers eyes from the dust of 

the earth --- a unique creatUl:'e whose inception was wholly 

singular in quality when compared to the rest of the ani-

mate, organic creation. 

It was immediately appal:'ent to the writer that even 

this noble effort by the finest technicians in the einema

gl:'aphic al:'t could be only relatively successful in infusing 

an archiac cosmology with an element of plausibility --

especially when just such a cosmology is at worst accepted 

with a "sacrificium intellectuJart in the name of religion ,, 
and at best with a tacit, yet honest, rejection. 

Juat as trel:'e are militant advocates of the plenary 
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inspiration theory who clutch their morocco bound volumes 

of inerrant guidance fUlly prepared to do battle with all 

those deviating from their opinion, are there much larger 

numbers of urbane creatures who simply cannot fathom why 

the churches have become so agitated over such an 

"insignificant• matter. This latter faction proposed the 

"simple" substitution of acknowledged biological theory 

for the cosmologies of Genesis 1 and 2. After all, could 

not God have been the initiator and director of the evo-

lutionar,r process, molding his creation in metaphorical 

"days" constitutive of the geological epochs? 

Such a substitution would be fine except for the 

fact that it gives credulity to neither evolutionary 

' theory nor the Biblical witness. Ian Barbour, to whom we 

alluded at tr~ beginning af our study punctures this con

veniently devised equivocal bubble by documenting the far 

reaching consequences of a strict evolutionism. The in-
1 

he rent importance in change pl:"ecluded a static world view 

and went so far as to declare that the notion of "stability" 

was little more than an ill us ion produced by man's l:tmi ted 
2 

time scale. "t<Teedle ss to say, Darwin's convincing par tl:"aya 1 

1. Barboul:", op.cit ., p.86. 

2 • Ibid • , p. 8 7 • 
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of nature as in a state of flux litei:'ally di:'ove the "little 

old. watchmaker" into oblivion. How could something deemed 

complete be still in a state of flux? Was the creation as 

it had been traditionally understood simply a germinal 

creation which still awaited structUi:'al fulfillment? "If 

I am to understand my progression from the ape", one might 

question, "what proof have I that it was God who provided 

tm necessary impetus fol:' me to forsake bananas as a diet 

staple in preference for something more sophisticated?". 

It is more than mildly difficult to conceive of an under

lying design when the organism is l:'eacted upon and modi

fied by external forces. Unless one comes armed with an 

ironclad doctrine of providence and is not adverse to 

equating human personality with sheet' absurdity, he must 

seriously consider random "chance" as a very real yet v1i:'

tually e lus i ,,e fact oi:' in his destiny. By a a ingle termin

al substitution we might wonder with Pliny the Elder, to 

whom we have previously referred if we are not, in truth, 

"so much at the mercy of (chance) that (chance) herself, 

by whom God ia proved uncertain, takes the place of 
3 

God?" 

Secondly, a strict evolutionism declares an organic 
4 

interdependence of all components of nature. Superficially 

3. Pliny, op.cit. Natural History II, 22. 

4. BarboUi:', p. 87. 
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this seems as little mo!'e than a truism to which all may 

asci'ibe. What could be mo!'e innocuous than admitting that 

man is part of nature even if this should plaoe his meta

mo!'phasis f!'om dust on i'athei' tenuous ground? One centui:'y 

ago, as now, men seerr.e d suprisi ngly willing to make inte 11-

ectual concessions ooncei'ning the constitution of theii' 

mo!'tal shell pi'ovided thei!' qualitative uniqueness from the 

beast i'emained unsullied. This was, in fact, by no means 

peculia!' to the 19th centucy 1ms o.fai' as August inian-Fran

ciscan illumination theo!'ies, Oakham's jealousy to pi'otect 

the sovei'eignty of Goo, and Hollazts inei'i'ant Bible were 

similar in motivation and purpose. Man's ability to en

gage in intuitive thought and discursive i'eaaoning was 

oonsidei'ed hia God-endowed qualitative "Magna Chai'ta" o.f 

sepai'ation .from the lowe!' O.'r'ders o.f natui'e. Darwin's coup 

to this hallowed pi'esupposition was thi'ust when he declai'ed 

that this was completely consonant with evolution. For the 

sake o.f bi'evity, we will include the concluding emphases 

o.f Darwin {the p!'oblem of "evolut ionai'y ethics" and the 

premise that the cipher "nature" included man and his 
5 

culture ) within the body of our present discussion. Darwin 

asserted that this uniqueness, traditionally understood to 

transcend nature, could just as readily be inoorpoi'ated in 

5. Ibid., pp.87-88. 
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theory of evolution by its presentation as a refinement 

of a tribalism differing only in degree between man and any 
G 

other higher animal. 

While the notion of flux was indeed pivotal to Darwin's 

formulation and served as the basis for his theoretical eon-

struet, the correspondent notions of organic interdependence, 

ethical evolutionism, and man and his culture subsumed under, 

and capable of observation by the "laws" of nature, issued a 

far more direct challenge to the institutional ehureh. Suffi

cient light had now been east into the dark places of a god

autonomous cosmology to make more than mildly respectable. 

Herbert Spencer appropriated Darwin for his laissez-faire 

philosophy of private ente.t-prise which he aptly calls d 
? 

"Social Darwinism", the eynieal art of Thomas Hardy imbued 

Darw1n1sm when it masterfully described the Egdon Heath of 

England's Doreheste.t- district as sullen, unmoved; awaiting 
8 

only one last c.t-isis --- "the final overth.t-ow"; a seventeen 

year old boy samed Sigmund Fl:'eud devoured the new theory and 

dee lared it to "hold out hopes of the extra ordinary adva.nc e 
9 

in ou.t- understanding of the wo.t'ld" --- who, in his major 

work into the psychology of religion, Totem and Taboo, could 

6. Ibid., pp.9l-92. 

7. Richard Hofstader, "social Darwinism in American Thought" 
as quot6d in Ian G. Barbour, Issues in Science and 
Religion, op.cit., p. 95. 

8. Thomas Ha~ T:te Return of the Native (New York: 
New American Library, 1959), p.12. 

9. Helen Walker Punel':' ,Freud-His Life and Mind (New York: 
Dell Publishing Company, l947), p. 48. 
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assert that his own Judaic religious her~.tage bad borne 

out Darwin's conjectt~e that originally men lived in hoards, 
10 

each hoard dominated by a single powerful man. 

As more and more of' the world's institutional express

ions, to use a phrase coined later by the German theologian 

Bonhoeffer, had sufficiently ncome of age" to see that they 

could sti 11 function rathar nicely without the cipher "GOD", 

the church appeared to be doomed to utter impotency. Martin 

Marty's T:te New Shape of' .American Religion chronicles two 

attempts to counteract such development which were notable 

for their d1ametrically opposite methods. The great "fifth 

awakening" which Dwight L. Moody brought tot be English 

speaking world was for Marty "a new band of' fidelity to 

march out against infidelity" while "awakening" number six 

led by Billy Sunday is considered as little more than "last 

gasp old time revivalism adding to (traditional revivalism) 
11 

this mixture little that was new except noise". This raw 

boned attempt to do battle with the Darwin-spawn forces of 

infidelity was contrasted with the "social Gospel" which 

sought its own peculiar entry on to the evolutionary band

wagon by declaring it was entirely possible to "Christian

ize" the social order because of' God's divine immanence in 
12 

the structures of society. Man is thus portrayed with 

10. 1:!?..!.3· , p. 188. 

11. Martin Marty, The New Shape of American Religion 
(New York: Ha.toper and Row, 1958), p. 9 

12. Ibid., pp.l6l-l62. 
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an afte~glow of Semi-Pelagianism, a colloquial ~good guy~ 

capable of t~anafo~ming his wo~ld with what its chief 
13 

exponent Rauschenbusch called ~mo~al fo~ce" and doing 

battle with an imperfect society with its competitive cus

toms and bad institutions which are given the vague label 
14 

11 superpers onal fo~ces of evil". 

While the revivalist arrl the social gospelee~ held an 

antipathy to e aeh other comparable to the Hatfield& and the 

MC Coys, they we~e i~onically consigned to the sai!e oblivion 

by the cannons of the fi~st great war and the headlines o:f 

dep~ess ion once the post-war p~osperity balloon had burst. 

The superfa~cial "decision-making" of ~evivalism withe~ed 

like the seed cast in shallow soil as the social gospel 

felt its optimism choked by tbe thorns it once thought 

eliminated. Only when tre postmo~te.m was pronounced on 

these two he~oic-yet incomplete attempts was theology ready 

fo~ a eomp~ehenaive reconst~ction. 

13. H. Richard Niebuhr, Cl1..rist and Cultu~e 
(New York: Harper and Row, 1951}, pp.l00-101. 

14 • Ibid. I p. 112. 
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CBAPTER VII -- THEOLOGY Il~ RECONSTRUCTION. 

In histypical terse fashion 1 Noah Webster defines 

"reconstruct• (according to the more abstract second mean

ing) as *'to build up, from remaining parts and other evi

dence, an image of what something was in its original and 

complete fonn•. Th9 critical question growing out of the 

strife of world war I and the depriV'ation of economic de

pression could be contained in the single word *'WHY?" Why 

was God relegated to a position of utter impotency? Why 

was "revivalism" little more than religious stimuli for tre 

spinal ganglia and tbe liberal formulations and the social 

evangels exposed as being more ethereal than real? A 

highly probable answer may be that these attempts were 

analogous to applying a brj_ght new coat of paint to an 

existing superstructure yielding little more than a shiny 

anachronism when what was needed was a complete leveling to 

the solid foundatlon in order to make reconstruction possible. 

The brief historical sketch we have undertaken has revea.led 

to us the truth of our analogy. As we attempt to study the 

"Reconstructionists" (whom we shall limit to Karl Barth 1 

Reinhold Niebuhr, Karl Rahner 1 Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, 

and Paul Tillich) we will pay due cognizance to the broader 

sentiments they represent as we 11 as their own pecul1.ar 

contributions. Included within our study will be an analysis 

of the germinal bases of their articulated systems in the 
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history of dogma. This will be done to c onf'irm one of 

the emphases considered at tbe beginning of our study which 

envlsioned a concurrent development of doctrinal formulae 

from which even the "Reconstructionists" can trace a linear 

ancestry. 

TEE NEW ORTHODOXY 

Had tbe world, who deemed itself sufficiently grown to 

sever the umbilical cord which bound it to the church, really 

succeeded in exposing God as a rosy-cheeked antiquarian? Was 

"Religion" literally fighting f'or its life in a world who, 

for all intensive purposes, refused to take it seriously and 

who looked instead to Dal:'Win for its cosmological theory, 

the positivism of Comte for a description of its social 

structures, and to Freud for its insights into human nature? 

In 1918, a German theologian named Karl Barth answered these 

questions with a resounding "NEIN". The "death of God" 

theologians currently in vogue ought well to harken back to 

Barth who realized that Goo encounters man on his terms, and 

that man, in and of himself, does not have the power to 

effect the converse of this statement. Barth, however, in 

his reaction against such a conversion, paid his own peculiar 

price for his reformulation of the faith. J'Ust as Ockham 

bifurcated man into a religious animal and a political animal 

in his attempt to protect tbe sovereignty of God, Barth 
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crushed the traditional "analogia antis" in favor of an 

"analogia relatiorm" wholly dependent upon the divine 
1 

initiative. In a poem entitled "Die Neuen Rei ligen"~ 

John Updike 1 havirg exposed the broad side of his blade to 

Kierkegaard and Kafka., tUl':'ned his attention to Barth with 

the following words: 

"Karl Barth, more healthy, 

and married, and Swiss, 

lived longer, yet took 

small comfort from this; 

' Nein. be cried 1 rooting 

in utter despair 

the Credo that Culture 
2 

left up in the air." 

Updike's dry humor paints far better than the author's 

slightly overbearing verbage the dilemma in which Barth 

found bims elf. In a so mew:b..e. t less pole mio al tone., Barth 

goes so far as to say that "man can know by his own power 

according to the measure of his natural powers, his under

standing, his feeling, will be at most something like a 

supreme being, an. absolute natUl'e, the idea of an utterly 
3 

free power, of a being towering over everything". Yet this, 

1. Karl Barth, Church Dogmatics IIIL? (New York: 
Cha!'les Scri15ners' Sons, 1936), p; 325. 

2. John Updike, Telephone Poles and Other Poems 
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1~5), p.69. · 

3. Karl Barth, Dogma ties in Out line (New York: Harpe!' 
and Brothers, 1959) 1 p. 23. 
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by no means, ~ep~esents a concession to an "analogia 

entis" o~ its attendant a~guments of God's existence, being 

elea~ly perceptible th~ough his exte~nal effects. He 

denies any such attempt with the strict qualification that 

"this absolute and supreme being, the ultimate and most 

p~ofound, this 'thing in itself', has nothing to do with 

God. It is pa.rt of the intuitions and ma~ginal possibil

ities of man's thinking, man's cont .ri vance. Man 1s able to 

think this being; 'but be has not the.reby thought Goo. God 

is thought and known when in his ft'eedom God makes Himself' 
4 

app~ehens5.ble". Ba!'th continues "knowledge of God takes 
5 

place whei'e thei'e 1s an actua 1 expei'ience that God speaks•. 

The pivotal question at this point may well be "what means 

does God choose to speak?" Accoi'ding to Bai'th.., it is im

possible to glean a pe!'ceptible knowledge of God f~om 

natUI'e by his !'epudiation of the "analogia entis". Once 

again, he concludes that "knowledge of God is a know ledge 

completely effected and determined f~om the side of its ob

ject, from the side of God" although it is presumed to be 

"a relative knowledge, a knowledge imprlsoned within the 
6 

limits of the c!'eaturely". 

4. Ibid. 

5. Ibid. 
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Shifting his emphasis from GOd to man, Barth rejects 

tre historicity of the early chapters of Genesis and regards 

them instead as "saga" bearing little relation to a proper 
7 

understanding of man. He finds his clue to this problem 

by asserting it to be •a simple deduction of anthropology 

from Christology "although" there can be no question of a 

direct equation of human nature as we know it in ourselves 
8 

with the human nature of Jesus•. Barth here in t!O way 

attempts to provide us with an insight into the pristine 

nature of Adam before tre nFALL" as he des ires to show the 

prototypical character of Christ as S.t exemplifies what 

Gcd intended human IJ'!ature to be. For Barth, "Jesus is 
9 

man as God willed and c.t-eated him". "The truth of Jesus 

Christ is not one truth among others; it is the truth, the 

universal truth that creates all truth as surely asit is 

tl~ truth of God, the prima veritas which is also the 
10 

ultima ve.t-itas". 

America's indigenous cont.t>ibution to the "Neo-ortho

do:x" movement rests in the figure of Reinhold Niebuhr, 

currently Professor Emeri. tus of Christian Ethics at New 

7. Ibid., pp.50-52. 

B. Church Dogmatics IIIL2, p. 47. 

9. Ibid., p. 50. 

10. Dogmatics in Outline, p. 26. 
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Yo~k's Union Theological Seminary. Niebuh~'a app~oach 

diffe~a f~om Ba~th's insofa~ as, in his maj o~ wo~k, ~ 

Natu~e and Destiny of Man., he begins with man as the given. 

He deals with what be calls the "pa~ado.xes of human self

knowledge" which point to two facts. The fi~st., Wobich 

N1ebuh~ deems most obvious is that "man is a child of nature, 

subject to its vicissitudes, compelled by its necessities, 

driven by its impulses, and confined within the l:revity of 

the yea~s which nat~e pe~mits its varied o~ganic fo~m, 

allowing them some, but not too much latitude. The othe~ 

less obvious fact", acco~ding to Niebuh~, "is that man is 

a spi~it who stands outside of nat~e, life, himself, his 
11 

~eason., and the wo~1d". Whe~e Ba~th i'elegates self t~ans-

cendence, fo~ all intensive p~poses, to the fact that God 

b~eaks in and p~ovides content fo~ man's finitude, making 

man little mo~e than a ~ecepto~ of divine action, Niebuh~ 

exhibits a. fa~ g~eate~ sensitivity tot he peculia~ly human 

agency within the t~anscendent p~ocess. He fu~the~ makes 

his unique oont~ibution to a ~const~ucted theology by his 

dismissal (as Ba~th) of the Genesis 3 na~~ative as "histo~i-
12 

cal - lite~alistic illusion" in p~efe~ence for a defini-

tion of evil and sin which embodies the 1~onic cha~acte~ of 

man's self-t~ans oendence within the bases or his finitude. 

Yet, Niebuhr is pa~ticula~ly oa~eful to avoid making 

11. Reinhold Niebuh~, op.cit., p. 3. 

12. Ibid., p. 150. 
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£initude the concomitant and result of sin. He declares 

sin and evil to be "a consequence of his inevitable though 

not necessary unwillingness to acknowledge his dependence 

(on God), and to accept his finiteness, and to admit to his 

insecurity, an unwillingness which involves him in the 

vicious circle of accentuating the insecurity from which he 
13 

seeks escape•. 

Barth and Niebuhr evidence remarkable similarities yet 

display interesting contrasting emphases which we can trace 

back to the roots of doctrinal development. When Barth pro

pounded the "credo that Culture left up in the air", his 

motives were wholly in the name of faith. Just as Ockham's 

nominalism sought to protect the sovereignty of a god who 

was being transformed by sons into a sterile logical premise, 

Barth uttered a resounding "Nein" to the notion of an emas

culated God drawn along in the tide of social progress. Yet, 

as Ockbam's logic paid the price of severing a once unified 

man into a homo fides and a homo politicus, Barth umwittingly 

gave further credance to a God-autonomous world bydeclaring 

"God" and "faith" to be a superadded inclusion from above. 

Thus man is drlven to his knees by nothing save God's verbal 

address which is, thereby, the only thing capable of making 

man t re.nscend his oreatureliness. The cosmology of Genes is 

is clearly placed in a minor key in Barth's system as 

humanity sees its impotency when confronted by tbe figure 

of Christ. 

13. ~., p. 150. 
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Niebuhr, by contrast, paces self transcendence within 

the capability of man. Man is not simply addressed by the 

transcendent Bother" but contains within him the unique 

potential to transcend himself. While finitude is part of 

the givellless of the creaturely world fo.r Barth, it is at 

the inexo.rable root of anxiety fo.r Nj_ebuhr. Man's aim ex

ceeds the boundaries of his physical ideotity and his am

biti on stumbles ove.r tl:e barrie.r of his biological non

existence. Wbe.re Ba.rth displays a spiritual affinity to 

Ockham, Niebuhr .reflects a p.roximity to Augustine who 

decla.red that memo~ was a legitimate function of self 
14 

transcendence and that human life pointed beyond itself. 

Though Ba.rth was clea.rly an eloquent reaction to a 

sacdm.rine, out-dated liberalism by putting forth the trans

cendence of a God who was rapidly being immanentalized, 

his "wholly other" God could simply be deemed an item of 

indifference to those who desired to remain oblivious to 

the audible wo.rd. Niebuhr, however, provided more fertile 

food f cr thought insofar as he infused an August in ian hunge.r 

for GOO. with new meaning and urgency. 

FERMENT IN ROMAN CATHOEICISM 

In the encyclical "Lamentabili Sanet', St. Pius x 

roundly condemned what be numbered as the s i:xt h e.rro.r of 

14. Ibid., pp.l52-156. 
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the so-called "Modernists•. This henious error declared 

that "since the deposit of Faith contains only revealed 

truths, the church bas no right to pass judgment on the 
15 

assertions of the human sciences•. The sixty-fourth and 

sixty-fifth "errors" rendered anathema by Pius X also 

asserted that "scientific progress demands that the con

cepts of Christian doctrine concerning God, creation, rev

elation, the Person of the Incarnate Word, and Redemption 

be adjus-ted" and that "modern Catholic ism can be recon

ciled with true science only if it is transformed into a 

non-dogmatic Christianity; that is to say, into a broad 
16 

and liberal Protestantism". The magisterium of the 

Catholic Church, in its characteristlc encyclopedic manner, 

managed to draw the loose strings of dispute (affecting both 

catholicism and Protestantism) together into a relatively 

concise statement of the problem confronting the institu

tional churches. Does the Church deal only with "revealed 

truths" in a Barthian sense? Has the church a propheti.c 

role to fulfill when accosted by the (sometimes) equally 

dogmatic pronouncements of modern science? Is "scientific 

·progress" a creature of such ow !'Whelming magnitude that 

the concepts of traditional Christianity must not only 

undergo a process of re-art1culation but one of "readjustment" 

15. Anne Freemant le, ed., The Papal Encyclicals in their 
Historical Content (New York: New American Library, 
1956) 1 pp.202-25 3 e 

16. Ibid., p.207. 
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as well? Finally, must we accommodate ourselves in· order 

to be reconciled with a "true" science? 

Naturally, the errors condemned by St. Pius rep.tresent 

the mentality of another age --- an age which saw as inviola}Jle 

the logical application of microcosmic causal .tre lat ionships 

to the infinitely more complex macrocosm. This was an era 

similar to the one which produced "the little old watch-

maker" --- an era in which the creature attempted to make 

provision for ths creator within the creation lest he 

(according to the creature) pale away and die. During the 

period, science was deemed as "true" because of its "verifi

ability" while religion was consigned to tte more ethereal 

study of physic phenomena. 

Pius XII., in his "human! generis", gave spiritual 

counsel to a world which no longer held such a cavalier 

assurance in the "truth" of science yet who had to make an 

effective response to such concomitants as "immanentalism" 

"pragmatism", dialectical materialism (which, in its more 

fully developed, post -Marxian express ion, was a curious 

nupti:al of Hegel and Darwin) and "existentialism" --- the 

. new rival " for supremacy in what Pius XII calls "the 

philosophy of error". All contain the same error because 

as they, according to the Pope, "leave the unchanging 

essences of things out of sight, and concentrate all t:teir 
17 

attention on pa.trticular existences". Yet, despite this, 

Pius could still assert in the sane encyclical that 

17. Ibid., p.284. 
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"the Teaohi ng of the Church leaves the doctrlne of Evolu

tion an open questit.Yn, as long as it confines lts specula

tions to the development, from other living matter already 
18 

in existence, of the human body". Rapid qualification is 

given to this seeming antithesis to Pius X with the reminder 
19 

"that souls are immediately created by God" which bears 

more than just a polite .resemblance to our earlier assertion 

that man is extraordinarily ready to examine his mortal coil 

while sh_owing extreme .reticence to conjecture concerning his 

power source. 

The pivotal question, as Pius XII sees it, which involves 

one's theological presuppositions, is whether there was a 

singular, unique creation of a man Adam. The denial of this 

event, called polygenism, would by necessity have to posit 
20 

an earthly race of men not literally descended from Adam, 

who, if we take Catholic doctrine to its logical conclusion, 

could conceivably not be afflicted with the linear and genetic 

transmission of man's predisposition to sin. A theologian of 

no less a reputation than Karl Rahner devotes 68 pages of his 

dogmatic corpus to what the writer feels to be a *'half-

. hearted" justification for a singular Adam concluding with 

an extensive four point argument as "a metaphysical proof 

of monogenisro" developing from the principal assertion that 

18. ~-~ p.287. 

19. Ibid. -
20. Ibid. 
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man as man represents a divine institution and not ·a 
21 

"terrestial cause". 

Although Rahner (who may be colloquially considered 

a n mainline" theologian despite his a.ffini ty for Martin 

Heidegger) genuflected politely to the wisdom of "Humani 

generis" in his affirmation of monogenism, his chapter on 

"The Dignity and Freedom of Man" reflects quite a differ-

' ent mentality. Here Rahner effects a fusion of a "nee-

orthodox" vocabulary with traditional Catholic theological 

emphases. Re begins his development at a point which 

would offend neither the Thomist nor the Barthian by say

ing that the content of Revelation is superior ~o rational 
22 

metaphysical knowledge. What man "essentiallyn knows of 

God, himself and the world, he receives by revelation which 

renders him capable of employing a "transcendental method" 

very similar in expression to Thomas' "conversio ad phantas-
23 

magoria" as he perceives the given world. Man's essential 

dignity rests in the fact that within "spatio-temporal his

tory" he experiences an openness to the love of Christ. This 

dignity cannot be non-existent in soma individual because 

_of its character as divine gift though God may choose to have 

it 8 exist as something denied, as foundation for damnation 
24 

and judgment". Here one may raise an interesting question 

21. Karl Rahner, Theological Investigations-Vel. I 
Baltimo.r-e: Helicon ~ress, 1961}, p. 292. 

22. Theological Investigations-Vel. II, p. 236. 

23. ~ ... pp.236-237. 

24. ~ ... p. 238, p. 240. 
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(in light of the polygeniam-monogeniam cont~overay) insofar 

as since this dignity is a donum of God, why need this p~e

clude polygenism? Especially when one admits the semi

Pelagian flavo~ at Catholic theology., why may it not be 

within the realm ot possibility to see Adam as "mank~Lnd11 

as well as single man-making him a symbol of pe~nnial 

condition as well as (and hopefully in lieu of) an o~iginal 

misdeed? 

Rahner counte~s this question., at least in pa.~t by 

decla.~ing man's dignity is th~eatened by exte~nal events 

which (symptomatic of the 20th centu~y) tend to depe~son

alize him and obscu~e his identity and well as his own 

rebellion against his ontological nature. Rahner is he~e 

quick to obse~ve that the former is always the ~esult of 
25 

the latte~ and not the conve~se as the liberal 19th 

Century Europeans and the American s ocial-gospe lee~s 

believed. With the classical doct~ine of original sin 

acting as the only bar~ier which (in the write~'s estima

tion) p~ohibits him f~om admitting a wholly "realized" 

notion of man viewing the Adamic sin sui gene~is in each 

. human pe~sonality, Rahne~ articulates seve~al concluding 

statements conce~ning the nature of Man. The first state

ment, which causes one outside the Catholic Cbu~ch to be 

just a bit mystified., is that man ca~~ies within himself 

the potential to realize his essential dignity "without 

any supernatural help of grace and external ~evelation 

2 5 • Ib id • , p • 2 42 • 
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26 
of God". However, because of the "long temporal dura-

tion" given man to realize this dignity, he needs the help 
27 

of God's grace. These phrases are rife with contradiction 

and seem only to nourish tbe stereotypes Protestants harbor 

concerning Roman Catholics. Tbe second of these concluding 

statements is decidedly more fruitful in that it declares 

that man's dignity is dependent upon the fact the t he is 
28 

"end-directed" or, in other words, not only musing 

about his beginnings (monogenists take note~) but casting 

his eyes ahead to see where he is moving -- or being led. 

A second catholic theologian, emphatically not on the 

"ma.5.nline" yet exe!'ting just as profound an influence as 

Karl Ra.bner, is Pierre Teilhard de Chardin. While one 

clearly feels Rahne!''s theological exhaustiveness may rival 

that of St. Thomas in certain respects, one may wonde!' if 

Teilhard is a scientist with !'eligious sensibilities or a 

Religious whose faith has led him to a geologist's pick. 

As a Jesuit-paleontologist, Teilhardts thoughts and motives 

represent a curious compound, as this term may indicate, of 

!'eligion and science. Rahner and Teilha!'d exhibit an affin

ity since both a!'e scholastics bound within the vows of 

the saiJl!IJ Order and both exbib it an understanding of man on 

tbe basis of his 11 end-directi on". However, it would not be 

26. Ibid., p. 243. 

2'7. Ibid., p. 244. 

28. Ibid., p. 2 45. 
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unfair to either man if we were to say that this isthe 

point at which any affinity is terminated. Rahner expends 

nearly 70 carefully written pages to justify the singular 

creation of Adam while Teilhard, in his two major works, 

The Divine Milieu and The Phenomenon of Man does not even 

mention Adam once. 

Man, for Teilhard, is bound up within a linear-o~no

logic al process in which he, along with the rest of creation, 

is caught up in a process of "involution" in Which he be

comes more intensively aware of the end to which he and the 

world atoe being directed. He is" expetoienc ing a c oaleacen'ce 

or gravitation of these divergences and convergences back 

to a central axis of meaning" --- a phenomenon which 

Teilhatod describes finally as "PLA~~TISATION" --- eloquently 

yet 'Vaguely envisioned as "the expected plenitude oft he 
29 

earth". 

When pressured by the secular scientist of the Julian 

Huxley ilk to provide sufficient cause to postulate an 

"Alpha-Omega God" when "planetisation" can, at least in 

theory, just as easily issue forth from a god-autonomous, 

thoroughly optimistic (in the sense acceptable to the log

ical positivist), socio-biological, humanistic determinism, 

Teilhard alludes to three basic beliefs tow hich he is 

committed. The first, a belief in "progress" which he 

29. Piertoe Teilhard de Chardin, The Phenomenon of 
~ (New York: Harper and Row, 1959), p. 2~. 
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admits is undemonstrable to science (if unde!'stood ·as pur

poseful di~ection) yet to which he clings as a faithful 

hope of "an unevitable pe!'fection• inhe!'ent within the 
30 

c!'eated, evolving world. The second belief, put !'ather 

simply, is the inference of an A!'chitect by an obse~vation 

of the house, and the further inference of a master plan 

on the basis of the initial p!'emise. "Hence", in Teilhard's 
31 

words, •belief in unity". And, as the second belief postu-

lates Alpha-Omega by his efforts (in the noble tradition of 

the school of St. Vic to!'), the final be lief put up for dis

play by Teilhard attempts to find rationale for God qua 

pe!'son by asserting a supreme cente!' or point of cohesion 

"the special binder o!' cement which will associate ou!' lives 

together--- hence, belief in a supremely attractive centre 
32 

which bas personality". 

The theological expression "G!'ace", all but wholly 

absent from The Phenomenon of Man, cu~iously pe!'meates 

The Divine Milieu, yet does so in the disconsolate images 

of a divine ocean sweeping the individual along in the tide. 

If one were disposed to use figures from the game of chess, 

30. Ibid., p. 284. 

31. Ibid. 

32. Ibid., pp.284-285. 

33. Pierre Teilha!'d de Cha!'din, The Divine Milieu 
(New Yo!'k: Harper and Row, 1957), pp.l26-12S. 

33 
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he would develep the uneasy feeling that man is simply the 

pawn whose life and identity may well be sacl:'ificed (in 

cul:'ious contl:'ast to Rahnel:''s emphasis on human dignity) 

in ol:'del:' to conclude the cosmological dl:'ama and pl:'onounce 

the verdict of "checkmate". One need only imagine the 

difficulty the explication of this position caused Tel lhal:'d, 

who publicly and pl:'ivately was fol:'ced to l:'econcile this 

with a magistel:'ium anything but tolerant to a notion of an 

evolving humanity as tl::e wol:'k of his fellow Jesuit Rabnel:' 

has bol:'rie witness. 

In summary, one can witness a genuine ferment within 

Roman Catholicism, especially in the characters of Rahner 

and Tei lhal:'d, even though tre former was bound by his 

church to justify a literal "Adam" and the latter was 

forced to resol:'t to sophem>ric proofs to vindicate the nec

essity of a God in an othel:'Wise tightly knit scientific 

system. The peculiar values of their attempts lay in the 

gl:'ea tel:' ~n l:'appol:'t ere a ted with their "sepal:'ated bl:'ot he l:'s" 

through the effol:'t of Rahnel:' and wi.th those holding compre

hensive, scientific world view thl:'ough that of Teilhard --

thereby giving greater credence and urgency to the re

articulation of a p!'opel:' natural theology. 

TOWARD A PROTESTANT NATURAL TI-tEOEOGY 

It is significant that as we dl:'aw our tl:'eatment of 

Piel:'!'e Teilhard de Cbardin to a close we begin an investiga

tion of Paul Tillich, fo!' never have two individuals lamented 
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the d lvorce of the religious dimension fl." om the mo.t>e mun

dane1 concrete 1 practical side of life. Both shared with 

equal intensity a belief that the natural, perceptible, 

tangible world bore witness to God's activity and championed 

the re-inclusion of the category of the "natural" into the 

discipline of theology. However, one must observe with equal 

care the methodologies each employed to heal the breech the 

preceding century had effected between scienee and religion. 

Both men were front-line witnesses to the "war to end 

all wars" (Teilhard as a stretcher-bearer and Tilllch as 

a mil5.tary chaplain), and, though both emerged profoundly 

moved and changed by tbe conflict, an immediate divergence 

became apparent. Tillich returned to Germany to become a 

leader in an activlstic movement as Teilhard joined a 

scientific expedition to China seeking to find humanity's 

missing link. Nowhere does the basic deliniation between the 

culturad activist and the dispassionate scientist become 

more evident than when both view the content of the world 

around in the context of its "givenness" 1 when both con

jecture concerning the purpose and end to whi clt the world 

is seemingly moving, and when both try to fatbom within 

this the nature and destiny of man. 

True to his scientific presuppositions, Teilhard, as 

we have seen, viewed the content of the world around him 

as a physically and chronologically conditioned conglom

erate capable of verification. Even his elaborate concept 
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of progression from the biological to the noetic operated 

under the structures of an ironclad space-time determinism 

in which the preceding sphere of activity pales and is 

ultimately lost in the sphere which supercedes it. Tillich~ 

however 1 in his analysis of what we 1 for convenience~ }:'l..ave 

classified as the "given• evidences a markedly different 

outlook. He abandons any thought of a concept of 8 levels" 

(which is a reaction not so much to Teilhard's empiricsl 

terminology as it is to an outworn 1 pre-Darwinian 17th 

century 'protestant Orthodoxy) when he speaks of man within 

the limits and bases of the created order1 preferring to 

use instead in place of '"levelllf tm designations '*dimensions• 

and "realm" (which he defines consecutively as "encounter 

with reality in which the unity of life is seen above its 

conflicts" and "a section of life in which a particular 
34 

dimension is predominant"). The reason Tillich puts 

forth for this semantic substitution is that "dimension" 
35 

and "realm" a.re "social" --- and 1 if the writer of the 

paper may presume to understand what Tillich is saying 1 

the "givenness" of life is meant to be experienced and lived 

and not nerely measured. _ It ia within this area that Tillioh 

mal~s his greatest contribution. Though broadly classed as 

a "!~Teo-Orthodox" theologian which may stem from his repudia

tion of a literal interpretation of Genesis 3 1 his existen-

34. Paul Tillioh 1 Systematic Theology - Vol. III 
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press 1 !963) 1 

pp.15-16. 

35. 112.!£. 
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tialism is the device he employs to a.t>rive at a mo.t>·e 

.t>elevant understanding of nature, man, and the g.t>ace of 

God. 

Tillicb is thankfully lacking of any such vulne.t>abil

ity which so painfully cba.t>acte.t>ized Teilha.t>d. In a 

fashion reminiscent of Kant, be decla.t>es "time" to be a 

superimposition of the mind upon the encountered reality 

in an attempt to codify the latte.t> and thereby render it 
36 

more meaningful. When man ceases to .t>ecognize "time• 

as a creature of his cognition and view the attendant 

not ions of n time" and "spacett as bar.t>ie.t>s a c.t>os s which be 

cannot ventut'e, be falls prey to the deviations running the 

gambit from a 'flight into- "mystic ism" (wh,icb, if we are 

allowed a certain latitude, may include a verbally iner .t>ant 

Bible as well as a. :rigid hyper-Ba.rthianism capable of 

calling Genesis ''saga" yet bifurcating as successfully as 

Ockham's .t>azor to a perverted nation.alism .(taking us the 

expanse be tween Spe nce.t>' s nsocial Darwinism" to a "National 
' ' 37 

socialism" to a dialectical *'Communism"). As one delves 

furtrer into his analysis 1 he begins to realize the but tress 

Tillich is creating against the arguments which seemed so 

potentially destructive to Teilhard. "Religion*' clea.t>ly is 

something which Tillich .does not reserve to the final scene 

(as a mis.t>eading of The Phenomenon of Man may indicate) 

36. Theology of Culture, op.cit., p.30. 

37. Ibid., p. 34. 
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but is, as he decla~es in Theolo~y of Culture, "the 

dimension of depth" in the totality of man's existence. 

"Religion", acco~ding to Tillich, "is at home eve~ywhe~e 

in the depth of all the functions of man's spi~itual life" 

and that which "opens up the depth of man's spi~itual life 

which is usually cove~ed by the dust of ou~ daily life and 
38 

the noise of o~ secula~ wo~k." 

Tillich's unique cont~ibution to the effective ~econ

st~uction of theology lay in the libe~ati on of it f~om the 

linea~-ch~onological, dete~ministic bondage unde~ which it 

chaffed in the p~evious centuey. In his chapte~ "The 

Ete~nal Now" f~om the book with the same title, Tillich 

d~aws the va~ious notions of time, space, and the function 

and nature of ~eligion into a concise unity. He ~eaffi~ms 

what may be conside~ed the modality of time and decla~es 

the futility of imagining ete~nal life as a *'time afte~ 
39 

time" because "ete~nity (is) above time". we, accoroing 

to Tillich, "have ou~ past because we ~emembe~ it in the 

p~esent11 and "have ou~ fut~e because we anticipate it in 

the presentu only the~eby to disoove~ "the ~iddle of the 
40 

p~esent is the deepest of all the ~iddles of Time". 

38. Ibid., p. 9. 

39. Paul Tillioh, The .t'~te~nal Now (New Yo~k: 
Cba ~lea So~ibne ~sf Sons, 1~), pp.l22-l32. 

40. Ibid. -
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He concludes by saying "each of the modes of time bas its 

peculiar mystery, each of them cal:'ries its peculiar anxi

ety --- there is only one answel:' to these questl ons 
41 

the eternal. God gives us !'est in his etel:'nal Pl:'esenceJJ. 

It is within this mentality that Tillicb expands the 

notion of the "end" of the world by stating that the word 

"end" has inherent within it the notion of "aim•• as well as 
42 

"finish". The eschaton for him is envisioned not merely 

in terms of "spatio-temporal" conclusion but as a ~ulita-
43 

tive-valuating" event as well. While the popular piety 

endorses a 11 supranatura1istic" realm of heaven (tow hich 

the Parthian brand of modern theology pays more than token 

res:r;::e ct) effecting a severance be tween God and his creation, 

Tillicb presents a "paradoxical understanding of the l:'ela-
44 

tion of the temporal to the eternal". Thus Tillicb does 

not occupy himself with a painful analysis of man qua 

creature Ol:' even qua spil:'it --- not only because such undel:'

takings fail to do justice to the ndimensions" and "l:'ealms• 

of the el:'eated Wol:'ld but fail to appl:'eciate and l:'esJ.)9ct man's 

self tl:'anscendence as well. Tlllich sees all of life sub

sistent within the "now'' of the Divine. Man's end consists 

41. Ibid. 

42. Systematic Theology- Vol. III, p. 394. 

43. Ibid. 
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(as Karl Rahner dec lares) in the realization and appro-

priati on of his essence. This, for Tillich, constitutes 

the moment of existential decision (the nunc e::x:iste ntiale) 
45 

for man. Appropriation brings attendant with it 

(reinterpreted concepts of) justification and forgiveness. 

Within his "eschatological pan-en-theism" 1 Tillich postu

lates an ultimate fillfillment of allthings in the dimension 
46 

of the Divine. one wonders if due cognizance is paid to 

the notions of "sin" and the •demonic" --- yet one can 

easily see how Tillich affords to the jittecy resident of 

the concluding half of the 20th century a m1ch more workable 

and livable schema of existence who, unlike Teilhard, whom 

we have previously considered, is more interested in how 

comfortable he can make his pullman seat than in how quickly 

the train is moving. 

CONCL1JDING REMARKS 

At tines ou.t' study must have appeared as a potpourri 

of disjunctive topics bearing little relation to each other. 

However, it did attempt to document what it <leema to be the 

incontestable fact that theological expression has always 

been, arrl will always be in flux. It contended further to 

prove, at least by historic documentation, that the concerns 

driving man to "theologize" in a particular fashion are in 

fact pe.raennial while the peculiar historlcal cl.t>cumstance 

45. Ibid., p. 420. 

46. ~., pp.420-421. 
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is in reality acting as the variable to draw forth a 

"new" apology. This observation rested further on one of 

the original assumptions that within such development, no 

stngle theology receives universal acceptance but is 

rath9r in a position of predominance while the alternatives 

to it still exist with tbeir own loyal adherents concurrent 

to it. Finally., we have attempted to remain loyal to our 

coneept of "metaphysi.cal determinism" as being descriptive 

or man's identity in the world and before God. 

As we endeavor to draw these diverse emphases into a 

cohesive unity it would be fitting to do so in acknowledge

ment to the inslghts of Etienne Gilson. we spoke earlier 

of the verbal devices Gilson employed to make the investiga

tion af theological development more comprehensible. He 

spoke of the "Tertullian family" who was characterized by 

the "absolute opposition between religious faith in the 

word of God and the use of natural reason in matters per-
47 

taining to Revelation"; the "Augustinian family" who 

declared "that the safest way to reach truth is not the 

one that starts from reason and then goes on from rational 

certltude to faith, but, on the contrary., the way whose 

startlng point is faith arn then goes on from Revelation 
48 

to reason"; and finally, the "Thomistic family" in which 

"all members •••• grant that there is a true Revelation; the 

47. Gilson, op.c_i~ ., pp.l0-11. 

48. Ibid., pp.l6-l7. 
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Cbristian Revelation. They grant it, but they do not 
49 

take it for granted". 

When we examine tre implications of the distinguish

ing characteristics of Gilson's three families., we would 

be in difficult straits to seek out a theologian ol:' relig

ious philosophel:' who cannot be subsumed under one of the 

three. The Tertullian family tree grew fl:'om its name

sake who l:'eceived philosophy as folly to a William of 

Ockharn who saw GOd's sovereignty tarnished by idle specu

lation to a Karl Barth who drove an incisive "nein" be-

tween credo and culture. The conjunction of "metapbysicaP11 

and "determinism" would be a logical and, above all, an 

ontological impossibility because of the very fact that 

man (according to this mentality) labors under a creatttt"ely 

determinism and is liberated from this only through a 

supranatural (as contrasted to supernatUl:'al) metaphysical 

intervention. The Tertullian family will never be at a 

loss for second cousins in each generation because each 

age harbol:'s those who see religion as a pristine super

additum to a grim:Jy world. Should the "Tertullian" 

attempt to engage in dialogue with one who does not share 

his "supl:'anaturalism" and who may, in fact, posit the 

l:'eality of only that which he can see, taste, smell, Ol:' 

touch (whetbel:' through his own si:x senses Ol:' by the use 

of advanced equipment) --- these two individuals may have 

49. Ibid., p. 81. 
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little in common as far as meaningful intercourse is 

concerned. It is not without purpose th...at .John Updike's 

acidic humor has called our modern "Tertu.llian" Karl 

Barth to task because the latter did nothing to fill the 

chasm between "reason" and "faith" and, in fact, only 

made it Wider and more dlfficult to travel:'se. 

The "Augustinian family" contains a cluster of lumin

aries which include Thoms (Whose existence as a separate 

family progenitor will be justified later), Luther and 

Calvin. Even though the middle figure, in his sweeter 

momenta, could characterize reason as "Frau Hulda the 

Whore", he, as the other two figures, was Willing to see 

the legitimate place of man's rational faculties pl:'ovided 

it is not cavalierly assurood to be an inductive device 

to fathom the mystery of God. To tt.e "Augustinian" (we 

use the term here in the sense of Gilson's analogy), God 

is not simply the logical first cause to a lengthy se-

quence of events, but the transcendent cause and gl:'ound of 

all that is. Paul Tillich, of the personalities we have 

considered, perhaps is the most eloquent present day 

"A1.:1,gua tinianismn in his development of an "eschat olog-
- 50 

:teal pan-en-theism" in wbiob man is not forced in 

50. Systematic Theologl- Vol. III, op.oit., 
pp .420 -4~1 •. -- ~ 
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desperation to utter "all matter is illusion" (as Mary 

Baker Eddy's avant garde misreading of Bishop Berkeley 

dec lares) but to see both inorganic and organic matter, 

including man, as infused by ar:d detern1ined by God. 

However, the "Augustinian" is prey to the same risk 

as tte "Tertullian" insofar as the otte !' party with whom 

he wishes to engage in dialogue may choose to turn a 

deaf ear to the preamble of faith which the forme!' declares 

provides meaningful content for tre !'eason. The prec5.se 

point of demarcation between these first two families 

which clothes the "Augustinian" position with greater 

respectability in tre dialogical context is the fact that 

it does not d§spair of creation but rather affirms it as 

a meaningful vehicle of God's act:l. vi ty. The stumbling 

block (the premia e that "God is") still remains within 

tr..e realm of faith (as God himself may purposely des ire) 

and does nothing to resolve tl:.e tension with which the 

Kerygma has always been imbued. 

The Thomistic Family11 (which the writer accepts in 

order to maintain Gilson's analogy --- yet harbors cer

tain reservations concerning its legitimacy apart from 

the "August in iantt approach) affords the greatest oppol:'

tunity fol:' di-alogue with a wol:'ld unwilling to wholly 

accept the previous two approaches. There one admits 

l:'eason's identity as both preamble of--- and to faith 

as he acknowledges that the "whatness" of God is pe.t>-
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oeivable from His effects in nature. While this 

inductive approach is more palatable to the person who 

cannot in good conscience make a presupposition of faith, 

it runs tl::e decided risk of immanentallzing God to the 
1) 

extent that he grows and it~s refined along with his area
the \. 

tion instead of being/transcendently 

gives the creation meaning and depth. 

perfect one who 
51 

The Assault of Darwinism upon the dogma of the 

church rendered a positive service by exposing the weak

nesses in all three of Gilson's family constructs; it 

showed in a new and more forceful way that fll ad boo 

"Tertullian" type of God can easily be dlsmissed without 

doing violence to a god-autonomous world view; it pre

sented the "Augustinian" with the possibility that a 

capacity for self-transcendence could be the greatest 

irony man is destlned to suffer as well as a path vtich 

leads him to seek out and flnd rest in God; it evidenced 

to the "Tbomis t" how induction based on causal inferences 

breaks down in a given world whose present status could 

be just as easily the result of random chance as well 

as the activity of tte hand of God. The tension which 

Darwin eloquently re-expressed has, even to this present 

51. Ibid. 
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day not been adequately resolved. What has resulted, 

however, is a much more virile and workable concept of 

the nature of man --- be be simply biological organism 

with the ironic power to transcend his organic shell 

or the vicegerent of creation capable of walking in 

meaningful communication with his transcendent God, who, 

by grace, has revealed himself through perceptible means. 

We have simply stated tl:e condition --- tbe reply must 

come from the theologian who must simultaneously justify 

his existence while he speaks the message God has given 

him to proclaim. 
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